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Abstract. To securely transmit sensitive information into the future, Time-Lock Puzzles (TLPs) have
been developed. Their applications include scheduled payments, timed commitments, e-voting, and
sealed-bid auctions. Homomorphic TLP is a key variant of TLP that enables computation on puzzles
from different clients. This allows a solver/server to tackle only a single puzzle encoding the compu-
tation’s result. However, existing homomorphic TLPs lack support for verifying the correctness of the
computation results. We address this limitation by introducing Tempora-Fusion, a TLP that allows
a server to perform homomorphic linear combinations of puzzles from different clients while ensuring
verification of computation correctness. This scheme avoids asymmetric-key cryptography for verifica-
tion, thus paving the way for efficient implementations. We discuss our scheme’s application in various
domains, such as federated learning, scheduled payments in online banking, and e-voting.

1 Introduction

Time-Lock Puzzles (TLPs) are elegant cryptographic primitives that enable the transmission of information
to the future, without relying on a trusted third party. They allow a party to lock a message in such a way
that no one else can unlock it until a certain time has elapsed. TLPs have various applications, including
scheduled payments in cryptocurrencies [46], timed commitments [31], e-voting [20], sealed-bid auctions [42],
byzantine broadcast [50], zero-knowledge proofs [25], timed secret sharing [32], and verifiable delay functions
[13], and contract signing [16].

In a TLP, upon receipt of a message, the server persistently engages in computation until the solution is
discovered. Since its introduction by Rivest et al . [42], the TLPs have evolved, giving rise to an important
variant, homomorphic TLPs. Malavolta et al . [37] proposed the notion of fully homomorphic TLPs, enabling
the execution of arbitrary functions over puzzles prior to their resolution. Broadly, fully homomorphic TLPs
address scenarios involving n clients, each generating and transmitting a puzzle encoding its respective
solution to a server. The server then executes a homomorphic function across these puzzles, producing a
unified puzzle. The solution to this puzzle represents the output of the function evaluated across all individual
solutions. To achieve efficiency, partially homomorphic TLPs have also been proposed, including those that
facilitate homomorphic linear combinations or the multiplication of puzzles [37].

Homomorphic TLPs have found applications in various areas, such as verifiable timed signatures [46], atomic
swaps [47], and payment channels [48]. These applications surpass the original motivations for designing
homomorphic TLPs, which primarily revolved around their use in e-voting and sealed-bid auctions.

Nevertheless, state-of-the-art homomorphic TLPs lack support for verifying computation results. They oper-
ate under the assumption of the server’s honest computation, a presumption that might be overly optimistic,
especially in scenarios involving a potentially malicious server. For example, in e-voting or sealed bid auc-
tions, the server responsible for tallying votes or managing bids could exclude or tamper with certain puzzles
(representing votes or bids) or fail to execute the function honestly. Without a verification mechanism in
place, parties involved cannot detect the server’s misbehavior, leading to blind acceptance of results.
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1.1 Our Solutions

Partially Homomorphic TLP. To overcome the lack of support for verification in (partially) homomorphic
TLPs, this work introduces Tempora-Fusion1 and provides a formal definition of it. Tempora-Fusion is a TLP
protocol that enables a party to perform homomorphic linear combinations of puzzles while ensuring the
ability to verify the correctness of the computation result.

Consider the scenario where there are n independent clients, each with a coefficient qi and a secret solutionmi.
These clients are not aware of each other. In this setting, Tempora-Fusion enables each client to independently
generate its puzzles and send them to a server or publish the puzzles. Upon receiving each puzzle, the server
begins working to solve it. After publishing the puzzles, the clients can delete any local copy of the secret
solutions. The clients will not need to download and locally access the plaintext solution at any point in the
future before the server solves the puzzles.2

Crucially, at a later stage (before the server discovers any puzzle solution), the clients can convene and engage
with the server to perform a homomorphic linear combination of their puzzles, yielding a single puzzle. In
this scenario, they authorize the server to discover the solution to the computation after a designated period.

Once the server computes the result
n∑
j=1

qi ·mi, and publishes it, anyone can efficiently verify its correctness.

During this period, while the solution to each client’s puzzle remains undiscovered, the clients can request
the server to perform a homomorphic linear combination of their puzzles an unlimited number of times. They
can use different coefficients [q′1, . . . , q

′
n] or select various subsets of puzzles.

Later on, when the server discovers a client’s puzzle solution, it can also efficiently demonstrate the correctness
of the solution to any party. In Tempora-Fusion, the verification mechanisms employed (for checking the
computation’s result and verifying a client’s puzzle solution) are lightweight, avoiding the use of public-key
cryptographic-based proofs, like zero-knowledge proof systems, which typically incur high costs.

In devising Tempora-Fusion, we employ several techniques previously unexplored in TLP research, including
(i) using a polynomial representation of a message, (ii) employing an unforgeable encrypted polynomial,
(iii) switching blinding factors via oblivious linear function evaluation, and (iv) using a small-sized field for
homomorphic operations. Tempora-Fusion achieves its objectives without relying on a trusted setup.

This scheme does not require clients to know or interact with each other during the setup phase when they
prepare their initial puzzles. The clients only need to interact with each other and with the server once, later
when they decide to ask the server to perform a homomorphic linear combination of their puzzles. After this
delegation phase, the clients can go back offline. The feature of not requiring clients to know or interact with
each other when preparing their initial puzzles is significant for several reasons:

• Independence: Each client can generate their puzzle at their own convenience without having to coordi-
nate with others, leading to less complexity and more flexibility.

• Asynchronous Participation: Clients can join the scheme at different times without needing to wait for
others. This flexibility is particularly valuable in environments where clients might be distributed across
different time zones or have varying availability.

• Dynamic Client Base: The scheme can easily accommodate a changing number of clients, as new clients
can prepare their puzzles independently and join the homomorphic combination phase later.

1 This term combines “tempora”, meaning time in Latin, with “fusion”, conveying the merging aspect of the homo-
morphic linear combination support in our protocol.

2 The advantage of not needing to access the plaintext solution locally before the puzzles are discovered is multi-
faceted: (i) Enhanced Security: By allowing clients to delete the plaintext solutions immediately after publishing
the puzzles, the risk of these solutions being compromised is minimized. This reduces the likelihood of unauthorized
access or leakage of sensitive information, and (ii) Compliance with Regulations: In scenarios where data protection
regulations require minimizing the retention of sensitive data, this approach helps clients comply by ensuring that
secret solutions are not retained longer than necessary.
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• Scalability : Since the clients do not need to interact during the setup phase, the system can efficiently
support a large number of clients and puzzles. In the subsequent computation phase, only a subset of
these clients interested in the computation must interact with the server for puzzle processing. This
approach enables the system to scale effectively, handling extensive initial client participation while
managing server load during computation.

Tempora-Fusion ensures that even if a malicious server gains access to a subset of clients’ secret keys, the
privacy of non-corrupt clients and the validity of a solution and computation’s result will still be upheld.

1.2 Applications

Timed Secure Aggregation in Federated Learning. Federated Learning (FL) is a machine learning
framework where multiple parties collaboratively build machine learning models without revealing their
sensitive input to their counterparts [54,39,3]. The process involves training a global model via collaborative
learning on local data, and only the model updates are sent to the server. To allow the server to compute
sums of model updates from clients in a secure manner, Bonawitz et al . [12] developed a secure aggregation
mechanism. The scheme relies on a trusted party and a public-key-based verification mechanism to detect
the server misbehaviors.

Tempora-Fusion can serve as a substitute for this secure aggregation in scenarios where the server must learn
the aggregation result after a period. It offers two additional features. Firstly, it operates without requiring a
trusted setup leading to relying on a weaker security assumption. Secondly, it utilizes symmetric-key-based
verification mechanisms which can be more efficient compared to public-key-based verification methods.

Transparent Scheduled Payments in Online Banking. Insider attacks pose imminent threats to many
organizations and their clients, including financial institutions and their customers. Insiders may collaborate
with external fraudsters to obtain highly valuable data [35,21]. Investment strategies scheduled by individuals
or companies, through financial institutions, contain sensitive information that could be exploited by insiders
[49]. Tempora-Fusion can enable individuals and businesses to schedule multiple payments and investments
through their online banking without the need to disclose each transfer’s amounts before the scheduled
transfer time. With the support of a homomorphic linear combination, Tempora-Fusion allows the bank to
learn the average or total amount of transfers ahead of time, to ensure (i) the bank can facilitate the transfers
and (ii) the average or total amount of transfers complies with the bank’s policy and regulations [8,52,53].

Verifiable E-Voting and Sealed-Bid Auction Systems. E-voting and sealed-bid auction systems are
applications in which ensuring that the voting or bidding process remains secure and transparent is of
utmost importance. Researchers suggested that homomorphic TLPs can be utilized in such systems to enable
secure computations without compromising the privacy of individual votes or bids [37]. By implementing
Tempora-Fusion in e-voting and sealed-bid auction systems, an additional benefit in terms of verifiability
can be achieved. This allows anyone to verify the correctness of computations, ensuring that their votes or
bids are tallied correctly while maintaining their privacy.

2 Related Work

Timothy May [38] was the first to propose the idea of sending information into the future, i.e., time-lock
puzzle/encryption. A basic property of a time-lock scheme is that generating a puzzle takes less time than
solving it. Since the scheme that Timothy May proposed uses a trusted agent that releases a secret on time
for a puzzle to be solved and relying on a trusted agent can be a strong assumption, Rivest et al. [42]
proposed an RSA-based TLP. This scheme does not require a trusted agent, relies on sequential (modular)
squaring, and is secure against a receiver who may have many computation resources that run in parallel.
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Since the introduction of the RSA-based TLP, various variants of it have been proposed. For instance,
researchers such as Boneh et al . [16] and Garay et al . [27] have proposed TLPs that consider the setting
where a client can be malicious and need to prove (in zero-knowledge) to a server that the correct solution
will be recovered after a certain time. Also, Baum et al . [9] have developed a composable TLP that can be
defined and proven in the universal composability framework.

2.1 Homomorphic Time-lock Puzzles

Malavolta and Thyagarajan et al . [37] proposed the notion of homomorphic TLPs, which let an arbitrary
function run over puzzles before they are solved. The schemes use the RSA-based TLP and fully homomorphic
encryption. To achieve efficiency, partially homomorphic TLPs have also been proposed, including those that
facilitate homomorphic linear combinations or the multiplication of puzzles [37,36]. Partially homomorphic
TLPs do not rely on fully homomorphic encryption resulting in more efficient implementations than fully
homomorphic TLPs. Unlike the partially homomorphic TLP in [37], the ones in [36] allow a verifier to (1)
ensure puzzles have been generated correctly and (2) ensure the server provides a correctness solution for a
single client’s puzzle (but not a solution related to homomorphic computation). It uses a public-key-based
proof, initially proposed in [51].

Later, Srinivasan et al . [45] observed that existing homomorphic TLPs support a limited number of puzzles
when it comes to batching solving; thus, solving one puzzle results in discovering all batched solutions.
Accordingly, they proposed a scheme that allows an unlimited number of puzzles from various clients to be
homomorphically combined into a single one, whose solution will be found by a server. The construction is
based on indistinguishability obfuscation and puncturable pseudorandom function. To improve the efficiency
of this scheme, Dujmovic et al . [24] proposed a new approach, without using indistinguishability obfuscation.
Instead, the new scheme relies on pairings and learning with errors. The above two schemes assume that all
initial puzzles will be solved at the same time.

All of the aforementioned homomorphic TLPs, except the one proposed in [45], require a trusted setup.
Additionally, none of the homomorphic TLPs facilitates verification of the computation’s correctness.

2.2 Verifiable Delay Function (VDF)

A VDF enables a prover to provide publicly verifiable proof stating that it has performed a pre-determined
number of sequential computations [13,51,14,40]. VDFs have many applications, such as in decentralized
systems to extract reliable public randomness from a blockchain.

VDF was first formalized by Boneh et al. in [13]. They proposed several VDF constructions based on SNARKs
along with either incrementally verifiable computation or injective polynomials, or based on time-lock puz-
zles, where the SNARK-based approaches require a trusted setup. Later, Wesolowski [51] and Pietrzak [40]
improved the previous VDFs from different perspectives and proposed schemes based on sequential squaring.
They also support efficient verification. Most VDFs have been built upon TLPs. However, the converse is
not necessarily the case, because VDFs are not suitable for encoding an arbitrary private message and they
take a public message as input, whereas TLPs have been designed to conceal a private input message.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Notations and Informal Threat Model

We define ∆u as the period within which client cu would like its puzzle’s solution mu to remain secret. We
define U as the universe of a solution mu. In this paper, ẗ refers to the total number of leaders. We set
t̄ = ẗ + 2. We denote by λ ∈ N the security parameter. For certain system parameters, we use polynomial
poly(λ) to state the parameter is a polynomial function of λ. We define a public set X as X = {x1, . . . , xn},
where xi 6= xj, xi 6= 0, and xi /∈ U .
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We define a hash function G : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}poly(λ) that maps an arbitrary-length message to a message
of length poly(λ). We denote a null value or set by ⊥. By ||v|| we mean the bit-size of v and by ||~v|| we
mean the total bit-size of elements of ~v. We denote by p a large prime number, where log2(p) is the security
parameter, e.g., log2(p) = 128.

To ensure generality in the definition of our verification algorithms, we adopt notations from zero-knowledge
proof systems [11,26]. LetRcmd be an efficient binary relation that consists of pairs of the form (stmcmd, witcmd),
where stmcmd is a statement and witcmd is a witness. Let Lcmd be the language (in NP) associated with
Rcmd, i.e., Lcmd = {stmcmd| ∃witcmd s.t. R(stmcmd, witcmd) = 1}. A (zero-knowledge) proof for Lcmd allows
a prover to convince a verifier that stmcmd ∈ Lcmd for a common input stmcmd (without revealing witcmd).
In this paper, two main types of verification occur (1) verification of a single client’s puzzle solution, in this
case, cmd = clientPzl, and (2) verification of a linear combination, in this case, cmd = evalPzl.

We assume parties interact with each other through a secure channel. Moreover, we consider a strong ma-
licious server (or active adversary) and semi-honest clients. A malicious server is considered strong because
it can act arbitrarily and access the secret keys and parameters of a subset of clients. As previously stated,
the scheme designates (at random) a subset of clients as leaders. Let I be this subset, containing ẗ leaders.
We also allow the malicious server to gain access to the secret keys and parameters of some of these leaders.

We proceed to elaborate on this. Let set P = {s, c1, . . . , cn} contain all the parties involved in the scheme.
We allow the adversary to adaptively corrupt a subset W of P . It will fully corrupt s and act arbitrarily on
its behalf. It will also retrieve the secret keys of a subset of clients in P . Specifically, we define a threshold t
and require the number of non-corrupted leaders (i.e., the parties in I) to be at least t. For instance, when
|P | = 100, and the total number of leaders is 5 (i.e., ẗ = 5), and t = 2, then the adversary may corrupt 98
parties in P (i.e., |W| = 98), as long as at most 3 parties from I are in W, i.e., |W ∩ I| ≤ t. Section 4
presents a formal definition of security.

3.2 Pseudorandom Function

Informally, a pseudorandom function is a deterministic function that takes a key of length λ and an input;
and outputs a value. The security of PRF states that the output of PRF is indistinguishable from that of a
truly random function. In this paper, we use pseudorandom functions: PRF : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}poly(λ) → Fp. In
practice, a pseudorandom function can be obtained from an efficient block cipher [30]. In this work, we use
PRF to derive pseudorandom values to blind (or encrypt) secret messages.

3.3 Oblivious Linear Function Evaluation

Oblivious Linear function Evaluation (OLE) is a two-party protocol that involves a sender and receiver. In
OLE, the sender has two inputs a, b ∈ Fp and the receiver has a single input, c ∈ Fp. The protocol allows
the receiver to learn only s = a · c + b ∈ Fp, while the sender learns nothing. Ghosh et al. [28] proposed an
efficient OLE that has O(1) overhead and involves mainly symmetric-key operations.3

Later, in [29] an enhanced OLE, called OLE+, was proposed. The latter ensures that the receiver cannot learn
anything about the sender’s inputs, even if it sets its input to 0. OLE+ is also accompanied by an efficient
symmetric-key-based verification mechanism that enables a party to detect its counterpart’s misbehavior
during the protocol’s execution. In this paper, we use OLE+ to securely switch the blinding factors of se-
cret messages (encoded in the form of puzzles) held by a server. We refer readers to Appendix A, for the
construction of OLE+.

3 The scheme uses an Oblivious Transfer (OT) extension as a subroutine. However, the OT extension requires only a
constant number of public-key-based OT invocations. The rest of the OT invocations are based on symmetric-key
operations. The exchanged messages in the OT extension are defined over a small-sized field, e.g., a field of size
128-bit [7].
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3.4 Polynomial Representation of a Message

In general, encoding a message m as a polynomial π(x) allows us to impose a certain structure on the
message. Polynomial representation has been used in various contexts, such as in secret sharing [44], private
set intersection [33], or error-correcting codes [41]. There are two common approaches to encode m in π(x):

1. setting m as the constant terms of π(x), e.g., m+
n∑
j=1

xj · aj mod p.

2. setting m as the root of π(x), e.g., π(x) = (x−m) · τ (x) mod p.

In this paper, we employ both approaches. The former enables us to perform a linear combination of the
constant terms of different polynomials. Meanwhile, we utilize the latter to insert a secret random root
into the polynomials encoding the messages. Consequently, the resulting polynomial representing the linear
combination encompasses this specific root, facilitating the verification of the computations’ correctness.

Point-Value Form. Polynomials can be represented in the “point-value form”. Specifically, a polynomial
π(x) of degree n can be represented as a set of l (l > n) point-value pairs {(x1, π1), . . . , (xl, πl)} such that
all xi are distinct non-zero points and πi = π(xi) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. A polynomial in this form can be
converted into coefficient form via polynomial interpolation, e.g., via Lagrange interpolation [6].

Arithmetic of Polynomials in Point-Value Form. Arithmetic of polynomials in point-value represen-
tation can be done by adding or multiplying the corresponding y-coordinates of polynomials.

Let a be a scalar and {(x1, π1), . . . , (xl, πl)} be (y, x)-coordinates of a polynomial π(x). Then, the polynomial
θ interpolated from {(x1, a ·π1), . . . , (xl, a ·πl)} is the product of a and polynomial π(x), i.e., θ(x) = a ·π(x).

3.5 Unforgeable Encrypted Polynomial with a Hidden Root

An interesting property of encrypted polynomials has been stated in [22]. Informally, it can be described
as follows. Let us consider a polynomial π(x) (where π(x) ∈ Fp[x]) that has a random secret root β. We
can represent π(x) in the point-value form and then encrypt its y-coordinates. We give all the x-coordinates
and encrypted y-coordinates to an adversary and we locally delete all the y-coordinates. The adversary may
modify any subset of the encrypted y-coordinates and send back to us the encrypted y-coordinates (some
of which might have been modified). If we decrypt all the y-coordinates sent by the adversary and then
interpolate a polynomial π′(x), the probability that π′(x) will have the root β is negligible in the security
parameter λ = log2(p). Below, we formally state it.

Theorem 1 (Unforgeable Encrypted Polynomial with a Hidden Root). Let π(x) be a polynomial
of degree n with a random root β, and {(x1, π1), . . . , (xl, πl)} be point-value representation of π(x), where

l > n, p denote a large prime number, log2(p) = λ′ is the security parameter, π(x) ∈ Fp[x], and β
$← Fp.

Let oi = wi · (πi + zi) mod p be the encryption of each y-coordinate πi of π(x), using values wi and ri
chosen uniformly at random from Fp. Given {(x1, o1), . . . , (xl, ol)}, the probability that an adversary (which

does not know (w1, r1), . . . , (wl, rl), β) can forge [o1, . . . , ol] to arbitrary ~̈o = [ö1, . . . , öl], such that: (i) ∃öi ∈
~̈o, öi 6= oi, and (ii) the polynomial π′(x) interpolated from unencrypted y-coordinates {

(
x1, (w1 · ö1)− zl

)
, . . . ,

(xl,
(
wl · öl)− zl

)
} will have root β is negligible in λ′, i.e.,

Pr[π′(β) mod p = 0] ≤ µ(λ′)

We refer readers to [22, p.160] for the proof of Theorem 1. In this paper, we use the concept of the unforgeable
encrypted polynomial with a hidden root to detect a server’s misbehaviors.
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3.6 Commitment Scheme

A commitment scheme comprises a sender and a receiver, and it encompasses two phases: commitment and
opening. During the commitment phase, the sender commits to a message, using the algorithm Com(m, r) =
com, where m is the message and r is a secret value randomly chosen from {0, 1}poly(λ). Once the commitment
phase concludes, the sender forwards the commitment com to the receiver.

In the opening phase, the sender transmits the pair m̂ := (m, r) to the receiver, who proceeds to verify
its correctness using the algorithm Ver(com, m̂). The receiver accepts the message if the output is equal
to 1. A commitment scheme must adhere to two properties. (1) Hiding: this property ensures that it is
computationally infeasible for an adversary, in this case, the receiver, to gain any knowledge about the
committed message m until the commitment com is opened. (2) Binding: this property guarantees that it is
computationally infeasible for an adversary, which in this context is the sender, to open a commitment com
to different values m̂′ := (m′, r′) than the ones originally used during the commit phase. In other words, it
should be infeasible to find an alternative pair m̂′ such that Ver(com, m̂) = Ver(com, m̂′) = 1 while m̂ 6= m̂′.

There is a well-known efficient hash-based commitment scheme. It involves computing Q(m||r) = com during

the commitment. The verification step requires confirming whether Q(m||r) ?
= com. Here Q : {0, 1}∗ →

{0, 1}poly(λ) is a collision-resistant hash function, meaning that the probability of finding two distinct values
m and m′ such that Q(m) = Q(m′) is negligible regarding the security parameter λ. In this paper, we use
this commitment scheme to detect a server’s misbehaviors.

3.7 Time-Lock Puzzle

In this section, we restate the TLP’s formal definition, taken from [5].

Definition 1. A TLP consists of three algorithms: (SetupTLP, GenPuzzleTLP ,SolveTLP) defined below. It meets
completeness and efficiency properties. TLP involves a client c and a server s.

* Algorithms:

• SetupTLP(1
λ, ∆,maxss) → (pk, sk). A probabilistic algorithm run by c. It takes as input a security pa-

rameter, 1λ, time parameter ∆ that specifies how long a message must remain hidden in seconds, and
time parameter maxss which is the maximum number of squaring that a solver (with the highest level
of computation resources) can perform per second. It outputs a pair (pk, sk) that contains public and
private keys.

• GenPuzzleTLP(m, pk, sk) → o. A probabilistic algorithm run by c. It takes as input a solution m and
(pk, sk). It outputs a puzzle o.

• SolveTLP(pk, o)→ s. A deterministic algorithm run by s. It takes as input pk and o. It outputs a solution
s.

* Completeness. For any honest c and S, it always holds that SolveTLP(pk, o) = m.

* Efficiency. The run-time of SolveTLP(pk, o) is upper-bounded by poly(∆,λ).

The security of a TLP requires that the puzzle’s solution stay confidential from all adversaries running in
parallel within the time period, ∆. It also requires that an adversary cannot extract a solution in time
δ(∆) < ∆, using ξ(∆) processors that run in parallel and after a large amount of pre-computation.

Definition 2. A TLP is secure if for all λ and ∆, all probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversaries
A := (A1,A2) where A1 runs in total time O(poly(∆,λ)) and A2 runs in time δ(∆) < ∆ using at most ξ(∆)
parallel processors, there is a negligible function µ(), such that:
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SetupTLP(1

λ, ∆,maxss)→ (pk, sk)
A1(1

λ, pk,∆)→ (m0,m1, state)

b
$← {0, 1}

GenPuzzleTLP(mb, pk, sk)→ o
A2(pk, o, state)→ b

 ≤ 1

2
+ µ(λ)

We refer readers to Appendix B for the description of the original RSA-based TLP, which is the core of the
majority of TLPs. By definition, TLPs are sequential functions. Their construction requires that a sequential
function, such as modular squaring, is invoked iteratively a fixed number of times. The sequential function
and iterated sequential functions notions, in the presence of an adversary possessing a polynomial number
of processors, are formally defined in [13]. We restate the definitions in Appendix C.

4 Definition of Verifiable Homomorphic Linear Combination TLP

In general, the basic functionality FPLC that any n-party Private Linear Combination (PLC) computes takes
as input a pair of coefficient qj and plaintext value mj from j-th party (for every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n), and returns

their linear combination
n∑
j=1

qj ·mj to each party. More formally, FPLC is defined as:

FPLC
(
(q1,m1), . . . , (qn,mn)

)
→ (q1 ·m1 + . . .+ qn ·mn) (1)

Note, FPLC implies that corrupt parties that collude with each other can always deduce the linear combination
of non-colluding parties’ inputs from the output of FPLC. The aforementioned point holds for any scheme
that realizes this functionality (including the ones in [37,18] and ours) regardless of the primitives used.

Next, we present a definition of Verifiable Homomorphic Linear Combination TLP (VHLC-T LP), by initially
presenting the syntax followed by the security and correctness definitions.

4.1 Syntax

Definition 3 (Syntax). A Verifiable Homomorphic Linear Combination TLP (VHLC-T LP) scheme con-
sists of six algorithms: VHLC-T LP = (S.Setup,C.Setup,GenPuzzle,Evaluate,Solve,Verify), defined below.

• S.Setup(1λ, ẗ, t) → Ks. It is an algorithm run by the server s. It takes security parameters 1λ, ẗ, and
t. It generates a pair Ks := (sks, pks), that includes a set of secret parameters sks and a set of public
parameters pks. It returns Ks. Server s publishes pks.

• C.Setup(1λ) → Ku. It is a probabilistic algorithm run by a client cu. It takes security parameter 1λ as
input. It returns a pair Ku := (sku, pku) of secret key sku and public key pku. Client cu publishes pku.

• GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks, ∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu). It is an algorithm run by cu. It takes as input plaintext
message mu, key pair Ku, server’s public parameters set pks, time parameter ∆u determining the period
which mu should remain private, and the maximum number maxss of sequential steps (e.g., modular
squaring) per second that the strongest solver can perform. It returns a puzzle vector ~ou (representing a
single puzzle) along with a pair prmu := (spu, ppu) of secret parameter spu and public parameter ppu of
the puzzle, which may include the index of cu. Client cu publishes (~ou, ppu).

• Evaluate(〈s(~o,∆,maxss, ~pp, ~pk, pks), c1(∆,maxss,K1, prm1, q1, pks), . . . , cn(∆,maxss,Kn, prmn, qn,
pks)〉)→ (~g, ~pp(Evl)). It is an (interactive) algorithm run by s (and each client in {c1, . . . , cn}). When no
interaction between s and the clients is required, the clients’ inputs will be null ⊥. Server s takes as input
vector ~o of n clients’ puzzles, time parameter ∆ within which the evaluation result should remain private
(where ∆ < min(∆1, . . . ,∆n)), maxss, ~pp = [pp1, . . . , ppn], ~pk = [pk1, . . . , pkn], and pks. Each cu takes
as input ∆,maxss,Ku, prmu, coefficient qu, and pks. It returns a vector of public parameters ~pp(Evl) and
a puzzle vector ~g, representing a single puzzle. Server s publishes ~g and the clients publish ~pp(Evl).
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• Solve(~ou, ppu, ~g, ~pp
(Evl), pks, cmd) → (m, ζ). It is a deterministic algorithm run by s. It takes as input a

single client cu’s puzzle vector ~ou, the puzzle’s public parameter ppu, a vector ~g representing the puzzle
that encodes evaluation of all clients’ puzzles, a vector of public parameter ~pp(Evl), pks, and a command
cmd, where cmd ∈ {clientPzl, evalPzl}. When cmd = clientPzl, it solves puzzle ~ou (which is an output of
GenPuzzle()), this yields a solution m. In this case, input ~g can be null ⊥. When cmd = evalPzl, it solves
puzzle ~g (which is an output of Evaluate()), this results in a solution m. In this case, input ~ou can be ⊥.
Depending on the value of cmd, it generates a proof ζ (asserting that m ∈ Lcmd). It outputs plaintext
solution m and proof ζ. Server s publishes (m, ζ).

• Verify(m, ζ, ~ou, ppu, ~g, ~pp
(Evl), pks, cmd) → v̈ ∈ {0, 1}. It is a deterministic algorithm run by a verifier. It

takes as input a plaintext solution m, proof ζ, puzzle ~ou of a single client cu, public parameters ppu of
~ou, a puzzle ~g for a linear combination of puzzles, public parameters ~pp(Evl) of ~g, server’s public key pks
(where pks ∈ Ks), and command cmd that determines whether the verification corresponds to c’s single
puzzle or linear combination of puzzles. It returns 1 if it accepts the proof. It returns 0 otherwise.

To be more precise, in the above, the prover is required to generate a witness/proof ζ for the language Lcmd =
{stmcmd = (pp,m)| Rcmd(stmcmd, ζ) = 1}, where if cmd = clientPzl, then pp = ppu and if cmd = evalPzl,
then pp = ~pp(Evl).

4.2 Security Model

A VHLC-T LP scheme must satisfy security (i.e., privacy and solution-validity), completeness, efficiency,
and compactness properties. Each security property of a VHLC-T LP scheme is formalized through a game
between a challenger E that plays the role of honest parties and an adversary A that controls the corrupted
parties. In this section, initially, we define a set of oracles that will strengthen the capability of A. After
that, we provide formal definitions of VHLC-T LP’s properties.

Oracles. To enable A to adaptively choose plaintext solutions and corrupt parties, we provide A with access
to two oracles: (i) puzzle generation O.GenPuzzle() and (ii) evaluation O.Evaluate(). Furthermore, to enable
A to have access to the messages exchanged between the corrupt and honest parties during the execution of
Evaluate(), we define an oracle called O.Reveal(). Below, we define these oracles.

• O.GenPuzzle(stE , GeneratePuzzle,mu, ∆u) → (~ou, ppu). It is executed by the challenger E . It receives a
query (GeneratePuzzle,mu, ∆u), where GeneratePuzzle is a string, mu is a plaintext message, and ∆u is
a time parameter. E retrieves (Ku, pks,maxss) from its state stE and then executes GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks,
∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu), where prmu := (spu, ppu). It returns (~ou, ppu) to A.

• O.Evaluate(W, I, t, stE , evaluate) → (~g, ~pp(Evl)). It is executed interactively between the corrupt parties
specified in W and the challenger E . If |W ∩ I| > t, then E returns (⊥,⊥) to A. Otherwise, it interacts
with the corrupt parties specified in W to run Evaluate(〈ŝ(inputs), ĉ1(∆,maxss,K1, prm1, q1, pks), . . . ,
ĉn(∆,maxss, Kn, prmn, qn, pks)〉) → (~g, ~pp(Evl)), where the inputs of honest parties are retrieved by E
from stE and if ŝ ∈ W, then ŝ may provide arbitrary inputs inputs during the execution of Evaluate.
However, when ŝ /∈ W then ŝ is an honest server (i.e., ŝ = s) and inputs = (~o,∆,maxss, ~pp, ~pk, pks).
Moreover, when ĉj /∈ W then ĉj is an honest client (i.e., ĉj = cj). E returns (~g, ~pp(Evl)) to A.

• O.Reveal(W, I, t, stE , reveal(Evl), ~g, ~pp(Evl)) → transcript(Evl). It is run by E which is provided with a set
W of corrupt parties, a set of parties in I, and a state stE . It receives a query (reveal(Evl), ~g, ~pp(Evl)),
where Reveal(Evl) is a string, and pair (~g, ~pp(Evl)) is an output pair (previously) returned by an instance
of Evaluate(). If |W ∩ I| > t or the pair (~g, ~pp(Evl)) was never generated, then the challenger sets
transcript(Evl) to ∅ and returns transcript(Evl) to A. Otherwise, the challenger retrieves from stE a set of
messages that honest parties sent to corrupt parties in W during the execution of the specific instance
of Evaluate(). It appends these messages to transcript(Evl) and returns transcript(Evl) to A.
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Properties. Next, we formally define the primary properties of a VHLC-T LP scheme, beginning with the
privacy property. Informally, privacy states that the solution m to a single puzzle must remain concealed
for a predetermined duration from any adversaries equipped with a polynomial number of processors. More
precisely, an adversary with a running time of δ(T ) (where δ(T ) < T ) is unable to discover a message
significantly earlier than δ(∆). This requirement also applies to the result of the evaluation. Specifically, the
plaintext message representing the linear evaluation of messages must remain undisclosed to the previously
described adversary within a predefined period.

To capture privacy, we define an experiment ExpAprv(1λ, n, ẗ, t), that involves a challenger E which plays honest
parties’ roles and a pair of adversaries A = (A1,A2). This experiment considers a strong adversary that has
access to two oracles, puzzle generation O.GenPuzzle() and evaluation O.Evaluate(). It may adaptively corrupt
a subsetW of the parties involved P , i.e.,W ⊂ P = {s, c1, . . . , cn}, and retrieve secret keys of corrupt parties
(as shown in lines 9–13). Given the set of corrupt parties, their secret keys, having access to O.GenPuzzle()
and O.Evaluate(), A1 outputs a pair of messages (m0,u,m1,u) for each client cu (line 14). Next, E for each
pair of messages provided by A1 picks a random bit bu and generates a puzzle and related public parameter
for the message with index bu (lines 15–18).

Given all the puzzles, related parameters, and access to the two oracles, A1 outputs a state (line 19). With
this state as input, A2 guesses the value of bit bu for its chosen client (line 20). The adversary wins the
game (i.e., the experiment outputs 1) if its guess is correct for a non-corrupt client (line 21). It is important
to note that during this phase, the experiment excludes corrupt clients because the adversary can always
correctly identify the bit chosen for a corrupt client, given the knowledge of the corrupt client’s secret key
(by decrypting the puzzle quickly and identifying which message was selected by E).

The experiment proceeds to the evaluation phase, imposing a constraint (line 22) on the number t of certain
parties the adversary corrupts when executing Evaluate(). This constraint is defined such that E selects a set
I of parties (lines 6–8), where |I| = ẗ. The size of I can be small. The experiment returns 0 and halts if A
corrupts more than t parties in I.

Next, the corrupt parties and E interactively execute Evaluate() (line 23). During the execution of Evaluate(),
A1 has access to the private keys of corrupt parties (as stated in lines 24 and 25). The experiment also enables
A1 to learn about the messages exchanged between honest and corrupt parties, by providing A1 with access
to an oracle called O.Reveal (); given this transcript, A1 outputs a state (line 26). Having access to this state
and the output of Evaluate(), adversary A2 guesses the value of bit bu for its chosen client (line 27). The
adversary wins the game, if its guess is correct for a non-corrupt client (line 28).

Definition 4 (Privacy). A VHLC-T LP scheme is privacy-preserving if for any security parameter λ, any
difficulty parameter T = ∆

l
·maxss (where ∆

l
∈ {∆,∆1, . . . ,∆n} is the period, polynomial in λ, within which

a message m must remain hidden and maxss is a constant in λ), any plaintext input message m1, . . . ,mn

and coefficient q1, . . . , qn (where each mu and qu belong to the plaintext universe U), any security parameters
ẗ, t (where 1 ≤ ẗ, t ≤ n and ẗ ≥ t), and any polynomial-size adversary A := (A1,A2), where A1 runs in
time O(poly(T, λ)) and A2 runs in time δ(T ) < T using at most ¯poly(T ) parallel processors, there exists a
negligible function µ() such that for any experiment ExpAprv(1λ, n, ẗ, t):
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ExpAprv(1λ, n, ẗ, t)

1: S.Setup(1λ, ẗ, t)→ Ks := (sks, pks)
2: For u = 1, . . . , n do :
3: C.Setup(1λ)→ Ku := (sku, pku)
4: state← {pks, pk1, . . . , pkn},W ← ∅, I ← ∅
5: K ← ∅, cont← True, counter ← 0,~b← 0
6: For 1, . . . , ẗ do :
7: Select a from {1, . . . , n}
8: I ← I ∪ {Ba}
9: While (cont = True) do :
10: A1(state,O.GenPuzzle(),O.Evaluate(),K, I,∆1, . . . ,∆n,∆,maxss)→ (state, cont,Bj)
11: If cont = True, then
12: W ←W ∪ {Bj}
13: K ← KBj
14: A1(state,K,O.GenPuzzle(),O.Evaluate(),W)→ ~m = [(m0,1,m1,1), . . . , (m0,n,m1,n)]
15: For u = 1, . . . , n do :

16: bu
$← {0, 1}

17: ~b[u]← bu
18: GenPuzzle(mbu,u

,Ku, pks,∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu)
19: A1(state,K,W,O.GenPuzzle(),O.Evaluate(), ~o1, . . . , ~on, ~pp1, . . . , ~ppn)→ state
20: A2(~o1, . . . , ~on, ~pp1, . . . , ~ppn, state)→ (b′u, u)

21: If (b′u = ~b[u]) ∧ (Bu /∈ W), then return 1
22: If |W ∩ I| > t, then return 0

23: Evaluate(〈ŝ(~o,∆,maxss, ~pp, ~pk, pks), ĉ1(∆,maxss,K1, prm1, q1, pks), . . . , ĉn(∆,maxss,
Kn, prmn, qn, pks)〉)→ (~g, ~pp(Evl)), s.t.

24: If ŝ ∈ W, then ŝ has access to state and K, else ŝ is an honest server, i.e., ŝ = s
25: If ĉj ∈ W, then ĉj has access to state and K, else ĉj is an honest client, i.e., ĉj = cj
26: A1(state,K,O.Reveal(),W, ~g, ~pp(Evl))→ state
27: A2(~o, ~pp,~g, ~pp(Evl), state)→ (b′u, u)

28: If (b′u = ~b[u]) ∧ (Bu /∈ W), then return 1, else return 0

it holds that:

Pr
[
ExpAprv(1λ, n, ẗ, t)→ 1

]
≤ 1

2
+ µ(λ)

In simple terms, solution validity requires that it should be infeasible for a probabilistic polynomial time
(PPT) adversary to come up with an invalid solution (for a single client’s puzzle or a puzzle encoding a
linear combination of messages) and successfully pass the verification process. To capture solution validity,
we define an experiment ExpAval(1

λ, n, ẗ, t) that involves E which plays honest parties’ roles and an adversary
A. Given the three types of oracles previously defined, A may corrupt a set of parties and learn their secret
keys (lines 9–13).

Given the corrupt parties, their secret keys, and having access to O.GenPuzzle() and O.Evaluate(), A outputs
a message mu for each client cu (line 14). The experiment proceeds by requiring E to generate a puzzle for
each message that A selected (lines 15 and 16).

The experiment returns 0 and halts, if A corrupts more than t parties in I (line 17). Otherwise, it allows the
corrupt parties and E to interactively execute Evaluate() (line 18). During the execution of Evaluate(), A has
access to the private keys of corrupt parties (as stated in lines 19 and 20). Given the output of Evaluate()
which is itself a puzzle, E solves the puzzle and outputs the solution (line 21).

The experiment enables A to learn about the messages exchanged between honest and corrupt parties during
the execution of Evaluate(), by providing A with access to an oracle called O.Reveal (); given this transcript,
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the output of Evaluate(), and the plaintext solution, A outputs a solution and proof (line 22). E proceeds to
check the validity of the solution and proof provided by A. It outputs 1 (and A wins) if A persuades E to
accept an invalid evaluation result (line 23).

E solves every client’s puzzle (lines 24 and 25). Given the puzzles, solutions, and access to oracles O.GenPuzzle()
and O.Evaluate(), A provides a solution and proof for its chosen client (line 26). The experiment proceeds
by requiring E to check the validity of the solution and proof provided by A. The experiment outputs 1 (and
A wins) if A persuades E to accept an invalid message for a client’s puzzle (line 27).

Definition 5 (Solution-Validity). A VHLC-T LP scheme preserves a solution validity, if for any security
parameter λ, any difficulty parameter T = ∆

l
·maxss (where ∆

l
∈ {∆,∆1, . . . ,∆n} is the period, polynomial

in λ, within which a message m must remain hidden and maxss is a constant in λ), any plaintext input
message m1, . . . ,mn and coefficient q1, . . . , qn (where each mu and qu belong to the plaintext universe U),
any security parameters ẗ, t (where 1 ≤ ẗ, t ≤ n and ẗ ≥ t), and any polynomial-size adversary A that runs
in time O(poly(T, λ)), there exists a negligible function µ() such that for any experiment ExpAval(1

λ, n, ẗ, t):

ExpAval(1
λ, n, ẗ, t)

1: S.Setup(1λ, ẗ, t)→ Ks := (sks, pks)
2: For u = 1, . . . , n do :
3: C.Setup(1λ)→ Ku := (sku, pku)
4: state← {pks, pk1, . . . , pkn},W ← ∅, I ← ∅
5: K ← ∅, cont← True, counter ← 0
6: For 1, . . . , ẗ do :
7: Select a from {1, . . . , n}
8: I ← I ∪ {Ba}
9: While (cont = True) do :
10: A(state,O.GenPuzzle(),O.Evaluate(),K, I,∆1, . . . ,∆n,∆,maxss)→ (state, cont,Bj)
11: If cont = True, then
12: W ←W ∪ {Bj}
13: K ← KBj
14: A(state,K,W,O.GenPuzzle(),O.Evaluate(),W)→ ~m = [m1, . . . ,mn]
15: For u = 1, . . . , n do :
16: GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks,∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu)
17: If |W ∩ I| > t, then return 0

18: Evaluate(〈ŝ(~o,∆,maxss, ~pp, ~pk, pks), ĉ1(∆,maxss,K1, prm1, q1, pks), . . . , ĉn(∆,maxss,
Kn, prmn, qn, pks)〉)→ (~g, ~pp(Evl)), s.t.

19: If ŝ ∈ W, then ŝ has access to state and K, else ŝ is an honest server, i.e., ŝ = s
20: If ĉj ∈ W, then ĉj has access to state and K, else ĉj is an honest client, i.e., ĉj = cj
21: Solve(., ., ~g, ~pp(Evl), pks, evalPzl)→ (m, ζ)
22: A(state,K,W,O.Reveal(),m, ζ, ~m,~o1, . . . , ~on, ~pp1, . . . , ~ppn, ~g, ~pp

(Evl))→ (m′, ζ′)
23: If Verify(m′, ζ′, ., ., ~g, ~pp(Evl), pks, evalPzl)→ 1, s.t. m′ /∈ LevalPzl, then return 1
24: For u = 1, . . . , n do :
25: Solve(~ou, ppu, ., ., pks, clientPzl)→ (m̄u, ζu)
26: A(state,K,W,O.GenPuzzle(),O.Evaluate(), (m̄1, ζ1), . . . , (m̄u, ζu), (m, ζ), ~m,~o1, . . . , ~on,

~pp1, . . . , ~ppn)→ (m′
u, ζ

′
u, u)

27: If Verify(m′
u, ζ

′
u, ~ou, ppu, ., ., pks, clientPzl)→ 1, s.t. m′

u /∈ LclientPzl, then return 1

it holds that:
Pr
[
ExpAval(1

λ, n, ẗ, t)→ 1
]
≤ µ(λ)

Informally, completeness considers the behavior of the algorithms in the presence of honest parties. It asserts
that a correct solution will always be retrieved by Solve() and Verify() will always return 1, given an honestly
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generated solution. Since Solve() is used to find both a solution for (i) a single puzzle generated by a client
and (ii) a puzzle that encodes linear evaluation of messages, we separately state the correctness concerning
this algorithm for each case. For the same reason, we state the correctness concerning Verify() for each case.
In the following definitions, since the experiments’ description is relatively short, we integrate the experiment

into the probability. Accordingly, we use the notation Pr

[
Exp
Cond

]
, where Exp is an experiment, and Cond is

the set of the corresponding conditions under which the property must hold.

Definition 6 (Completeness). A VHLC-T LP is complete if for any security parameter λ, any plaintext
input message m1, . . . ,mn and coefficient q1, . . . , qn (where each mu and qu belong to the plaintext universe
U), any security parameters ẗ, t (where 1 ≤ ẗ, t ≤ n and ẗ ≥ t), any difficulty parameter T = ∆

l
· maxss

(where ∆
l

is the period, polynomial in λ, within which m must remain hidden and maxss is a constant in
λ), the following conditions are met.

1. Solve(~ou, ppu, ., ., pks, cmd), that takes a puzzle ~ou encoding plaintext solution mu and its related param-
eters, always returns mu:

Pr


S.Setup(1λ, ẗ, t)→ Ks

C.Setup(1λ)→ Ku

GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks,∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu)

Solve(~ou, ppu, ., ., pks, cmd)→ (mu, .)

 = 1

where ppu ∈ prmu and cmd = clientPzl.

2. Solve(., ., ~g, ~pp(Evl), pks, cmd), that takes (i) a puzzle ~g encoding linear combination
n∑
u=1

qu ·mu of n mes-

sages, where each mu is a plaintext message and qu is a coefficient and (ii) their related parameters,

always returns
n∑
u=1

qu ·mu:

Pr



S.Setup(1λ, ẗ, t)→ Ks

For u = 1, . . . , n do :
C.Setup(1λ)→ Ku

GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks,∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu)

Evaluate
(
〈s(~o,∆,maxss, ~pp, ~pk, pks), c1(∆,maxss,K1, prm1,

q1, pks), . . . , cn(∆,maxss,Kn, prmn, qn, pks)〉
)
→ (~g, ~pp(Evl))

Solve(., ., ~g, ~pp(Evl), pks, cmd)→ (
n∑
u=1

qu ·mu, .)


= 1

where ~o = [~o1, . . . , ~on], ~pp = [pp1, . . . , ppn], ~pk = [ ~pk1, . . . ,
~pkn], pku ∈ Ku, pks ∈ Ks, and cmd = evalPzl.

3. Verify(mu, ζ, ~ou, ppu, ., ., pks, cmd), that takes a solution for a client’s puzzle, related proof, and public
parameters, always returns 1:

Pr


S.Setup(1λ, ẗ, t)→ Ks

C.Setup(1λ)→ Ku

GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks,∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu)
Solve(~ou, ppu, ., ., pks, cmd)→ (mu, ζ)

Verify(mu, ζ, ~ou, ppu, ., ., pks, cmd)→ 1

 = 1

where cmd = clientPzl.

4. Verify(m, ζ, ., ., ~g, ~pp(Evl), pks, cmd), that takes a solution for a puzzle that encodes a linear combination of
n messages, related proof, and public parameters, always returns 1:
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Pr



S.Setup(1λ, ẗ, t)→ Ks

For u = 1, . . . , n do :
C.Setup(1λ)→ Ku

GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks,∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu)

Evaluate(〈s(~o,∆,maxss, ~pp, ~pk, pks), c1(∆,maxss,K1, prm1,
q1, pks), . . . , cn(∆,maxss,Kn, prmn, qn, pks)〉)→ (~g, ~pp(Evl))
Solve(., ., ~g, ~pp(Evl), pks, cmd)→ (m, ζ)

Verify(m, ζ, ., ., ~g, ~pp(Evl), pks, cmd)→ 1


= 1

where cmd = evalPzl.

Intuitively, efficiency states that (1) Solve() returns a solution in polynomial time, i.e., polynomial in the
time parameter T , (2) GenPuzzle() generates a puzzle faster than solving it, with a running time of at most
logarithmic in T , and (3) the running time of Evaluate() is faster than solving any puzzle involved in the
evaluation, that should be at most logarithmic in T [24]. We proceed to define it formally.

Definition 7 (Efficiency). A VHLC-T LP is efficient if the following two conditions are satisfied:

1. The running time of Solve(~ou, ppu, ~g, ~pp
(Evl), pks, cmd) is upper bounded by T · poly(λ), where poly() is a

fixed polynomial.

2. The running time of GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks, ∆u,maxss) is upper bounded by poly′(log T, λ), where poly′()
is a fixed polynomial.

3. The running time of Evaluate(〈s(~o,∆,maxss, ~pp, ~pk, pks), c1(∆,maxss,K1, prm1, q1, pks), . . . , cn(∆,maxss,

Kn, prmn, qn, pks)〉)→ (~g, ~pp(Evl)) is upper bounded by poly′′
(

log T, λ,FPLC
(
(q1,m1), . . . , (qn,mn)

))
, where

poly′′() is a fixed polynomial and FPLC() is the functionality that computes a linear combination of mes-
sages (as stated in Relation 1) .

Informally, compactness requires that the size of evaluated ciphertexts is independent of the complexity of
the evaluation function FPLC.

Definition 8 (Compactness). A VHLC-T LP is compact if for any security parameter λ, any difficulty
parameter T = ∆

l
· maxss, any plaintext input message m1, . . . ,mn and coefficient q1, . . . , qn (where each

mu and qu belong to the plaintext universe U), and any security parameters ẗ, t (where 1 ≤ ẗ, t ≤ n and
ẗ ≥ t), always Evaluate() outputs a puzzle (representation) whose bit-size is independent of FPLC’s complexity
O(FPLC):

Pr



S.Setup(1λ, ẗ, t)→ Ks

For u = 1, . . . , n do :
C.Setup(1λ)→ Ku

GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks,∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu)

Evaluate
(
〈s(~o,∆,maxss, ~pp, ~pk, pks), c1(∆,maxss,K1, prm1,

q1, pks), . . . , cn(∆,maxss,Kn, prmn, qn, pks)〉
)
→ (~g, ~pp(Evl))

s.t.

||~g|| = poly
(
λ, ||FPLC

(
(q1,m1), . . . , (qn,mn)

)
||
)


= 1

Definition 9 (Security). A VHLC-T LP is secure if it satisfies privacy and solution validity as outlined
in Definitions 4 and 5.
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5 Tempora-Fusion

In this section, we present Tempora-Fusion, a protocol that realizes VHLC-T LP and supports a homomorphic
linear combination of puzzles. Briefly, it allows (1) each party to independently generate a puzzle and verify
the correctness of a solution and (2) a server to verifiably compute the linear combination of plaintext
solutions before the solutions are discovered. We must address several challenges to develop an efficient
scheme. These challenges and our approaches to tackling them are outlined in Section 5.1. Subsequently, we
explain Tempora-Fusion in Section 5.2.

5.1 Challenges to Overcome

Defining an Identical Group for all Puzzles. To facilitate correct computation on puzzles (or cipher-
texts), the puzzles must be defined over the same group or field. For instance, in the case of the RSA-based
time-lock puzzle, it can be over the same group ZN . There are a few approaches to deal with it. Below, we
briefly discuss them.

1. Jointly computing N : Through this approach, all clients agree on two sufficiently large prime numbers p1

and p2 and then compute N = p1 ·p2, where log2(N) is a security parameter. However, this approach will
not be secure if one of the clients reveals the secret key φ(N) = (p1 − 1) · (p2 − 1) to the server s. In this
case, s can immediately retrieve the honest party’s plaintext message without performing the required
sequential work. Another approach is to require all participants (i.e., the server and all clients) to use
secure multi-party computation (e.g., the solution proposed in [15]) to compute N , ensuring that no one
learns φ(N). However, this approach necessitates that all clients are known and interact with each other
at the outset of the scheme, which (a) is a strong assumption avoided in time-lock puzzle literature, and
(b) significantly limits the scheme’s flexibility and scalability. Furthermore, through this approach, it is
not clear how each client can efficiently generate its puzzle without the knowledge of φ(N) and without
relying on a trusted setup.

2. Using a trusted setup: Via this approach a fully trusted third party generates N = p1 · p2 and publishes
only N . As shown in [37], in the trusted setup setting, it is possible to efficiently generate puzzles without
knowing φ(N). However, fully trusting the third party and assuming that it will not collude with and not
reveal the secret to s may be considered a strong assumption, and not be desirable in scenarios where
the solutions are highly sensitive. The homomorphic TLPs proposed in [37,24] rely on a trusted setup.

3. Using the class group of an imaginary quadratic order : Through this approach, one can use the class
group of an imaginary quadratic order [19]. However, employing this approach will hamper the scheme’s
efficiency as the puzzle generation phase will no longer be efficient [37]. Hence, it will violate Requirement
2 in Definition 7, i.e., the efficiency of generating puzzles.

To address this challenge, we propose and use the following new technique, which has been simplified for the
sake of presentation. We require the server s, only once to generate and publish a sufficiently large prime
number p, e.g., log2(p) ≥ 128.

We allow each client to independently choose its p1 and p2 and compute N = p1 ·p2. Thus, different clients will
have different values of N . As in the original RSA-based TLP [42], each client generates a = 2T mod φ(N)
for its time parameter T , picks a random value r, and then generates mk = ra mod N .

However, now, each client derives two pseudorandom values from mk as:

k = PRF(1,mk), s = PRF(2,mk)

and then encrypts/masks its message using the derived values as one-time pads. For instance, the puzzle of
a client with solution m is now:

o = k · (m+ s) mod p
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As it is evident, now all clients’ puzzles are defined over the identical field, Fp. Given each puzzle o (as well as
public parameters N, p, and r), a server s can find the solution, by computing mk where mk = r2T mod N
through repeated squaring of r modulo N , deriving pseudorandom values k and s from mk, and then
decrypting o to get m.

Supporting Homomorphic Linear Combination. Establishing a field within which all puzzles are
defined, we briefly explain the new techniques we utilize to facilitate a homomorphic linear combination of
the puzzles. Recall that each client uses different random values (one-time pads) to encrypt its message.
Therefore, naively applying linear combinations to the puzzles will not yield a correct result.

To maintain the result’s correctness, we require the clients to switch their blinding factors to new ones when
they decide to let s find a linear combination on the puzzles. To this end, a small subset of the clients (as
leaders) independently generates new blinding factors. These blinding factors are generated in such a way
that after a certain time when s solves puzzles related to the linear combination, s can remove these blinding
factors. Each leader sends (the representation of some of) the blinding factors to the rest of the clients.

To switch the blinding factors securely, each client participates in an instance of OLE+ with s. In this case,
the client’s input is (some of) the new blinding factors and the inverse of the old ones while the input of s
is the client’s puzzle. OLE+ returns the output with refreshed blinding factors to s.

To ensure that s will learn only the linear combination of honest clients’ solutions, without learning a solution
for a client’s puzzle, we require the leaders to generate and send to the rest of the clients some (of the keys
used to generate) zero-sum pseudorandom values such that if all these values are summed up, they will cancel
out each other. Each client also inserts these pseudorandom values into the instance of OLE+ that it invokes
with s, such that the result returned by OLE+ to s will also be blinded by these pseudorandom values.

Efficient Verification of the Computation. It is essential for a homomorphic time-lock puzzle to enable
a verifier to check whether the result computed by s is correct. However, this is a challenging goal to achieve
for several reasons; for instance, (1) each client does not know other clients’ solutions, (2) each client has
prepared its puzzle independently of other clients, (3) server s may exclude or modify some of the clients’
puzzles before, during, or after the computation, and (4) server s may corrupt some of the (leader) clients
and learn their secrets, thereby aiding in compromising the correctness of the computation.

To achieve the above goal without using computationally expensive primitives (such as zero-knowledge
proofs), we rely on the following novel techniques. Instead of using plaintext message m as a solution, we
represent m as a polynomial π(x), and use π(x)’s point-value representation (as described in Section 3.4)
to represent m.

Now, we require each leader client to pick a random root and insert it into its outsourced puzzle (which is now
a blinded polynomial), during the invocation of OLE+ with s. It commits to this root (using a random value
that s can discover when it solves a puzzle related to the linear combination) and publishes the commitment.

Each leader client sends (a blinded representation of) the root to the rest of the clients that insert it into
their outsourced puzzle during the invocation of OLE+. Server s sums all the outputs of OLE+ instances and
publishes the result. To find the plaintext result, s needs to solve a small set of puzzles. We will shortly
explain why we are considering a set of puzzles rather than just a single puzzle.

If s follows the protocol’s instruction, all roots selected by the leader clients will appear in the resulting
polynomial that encodes the linear combination of all clients’ plaintext solutions. However, if s misbehaves
then the honest clients’ roots will not appear in the result (according to Theorem 1). Therefore, a verifier
can detect it.

For s to prove the computation’s correctness, after it solves the puzzles related to the computation, it removes
the blinding factors. Then, it extracts and publishes (i) the computation result (i.e., the linear combination
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of the plaintext solutions), (ii) the roots, and (iii) the randomness used for the commitments. Given this
information and public parameters, anyone can check the correctness of the computation’s result.

We proceed to briefly explain how the four main challenges laid out above are addressed.

• Challenge (1): each client does not know other clients’ solutions: during the invocation of OLE+ they all
agree on and insert certain roots to it, this ensures that all clients’ polynomials have the same set of
common roots. Thus, now they know what to expect from a correctly generated result.

• Challenge (2): each client has prepared its puzzle independently of other clients: during the invocation of
OLE+ they switch their old blinding factors to new ones that are consistent with other clients.

• Challenge (3): server s may exclude or modify some of the clients’ puzzles before, during, or after the
computation: the solutions to Challenges (1) and (2), the support of OLE+ for verification, and the
use of zero-sum blinding factors (that requires s sums all outputs of OLE+ instances) ensure that such
misbehavior will be detected by a verifier. Moreover, requiring s to open the commitments for the roots
chosen by the leader clients ensures that s cannot exclude all parties’ inputs, and come up with its choice
of inputs encoding arbitrary roots.

• Challenge (4): server s may corrupt some of the (leader) clients and learn their secrets, thereby aiding in
compromising the correctness of the computation: the messages each client receives from leader clients
are blinded and reveal no information about their plaintext messages including the roots. Also, each
leader client adds a layer of encryption (i.e., blinding factor) to the result. Thus, even if the secret keys
of all leaders except one are revealed to the adversary, the adversary cannot find the solution sooner than
intended. This is because s still needs to solve the puzzle of the honest party to remove the associated
blinding factor from the result.

5.2 The Protocol

We present Tempora-Fusion in three tiers of detail, high-level overview, intermediate-level description, and
detailed construction. Figure 1 outlines the workflow of Tempora-Fusion.

High-Level Overview. At this level, we provide a broad perspective on the protocol. Initially, each client
generates a puzzle encoding a secret solution (or message) and sends the puzzle to a server s. Each client may
generate and send its puzzle to s at different times. At this point, the client can locally delete its solution
and go offline. Upon receiving each puzzle, s will work on it to find the solution at a certain time. The time
that each client’s solution is found can be independent of and different from that of other clients. Along with
each solution, s generates a proof asserting the correctness of the solution. Anyone can efficiently verify the
proof.

Later, possibly long after they have sent their puzzles to s, some clients whose puzzles have not been
discovered yet, may get together and ask s to homomorphically combine their puzzles. The combined puzzles
will encode the linear combination of their solutions, a.k.a., the computation result. The computation result
will be discovered by s after a certain time, possibly before any of their puzzles will be discovered.

To enable s to impose a certain structure on its outsourced puzzle and homomorphically combine these
puzzles, each client interacts with s. Each client also sends a short message to other clients. At this point, each
client can go back offline. After a certain time, s finds the solution for the puzzle encoding the computation
result. It also generates proof asserting the correctness of the solution. Anyone can efficiently check this
proof, by ensuring that the result preserves a certain structure.

Server s eventually finds each client’s single puzzle’s solution. In this case, it publishes the solution and a
proof that allows anyone to check the validity of the solution.
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<latexit sha1_base64="goEr0jvJWAL/grsPgsepiEsMqBY=">AAACJ3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdenCwVpwVZIu1GWxG5cVrAptKJPpbTt0MgkzN0IIWfox4la/w53o0k/wD5zWLLR6YIbDOfdwuSeIpTDouu/OwuLS8spqaa28vrG5tV3Z2b02UaI5dHgkI30bMANSKOigQAm3sQYWBhJugklr6t/cgTYiUleYxuCHbKTEUHCGVupXDo5a0yj2s57hWsRY/JhKoCo/6leqbt2dgf4lXkGqpEC7X/nsDSKehKCQS2ZM13Nj9DOmUXAJebk2Z0da3AH3MykVN3m5lxiIGZ+wEXQtVSwE42ezO3Nas8qADiNtn0I6U38mMhYak4aBnQwZjs28NxX/87oJDs/8TKg4QVD8e9EwkRQjOi2NDoQGjjK1hNl+7CmUj5lmHG21ZduRN9/IX3LdqHsn9ZPLRrV5XrRVIvvkkBwTj5ySJrkgbdIhnNyTR/JEnp0H58V5dd6+RxecIrNHfsH5+AIsq6c7</latexit>

Clinetn

<latexit sha1_base64="OQ1V5xVVv2ZhMWcRIUdMCdQTHTE=">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</latexit>

Clinet1

<latexit sha1_base64="q9QHpruUWdQzDiZNtleXgCsmZv8=">AAACdHicfVHPS+NAFJ5k3V3N/qrrUQ+DtbCHJUwire5N9OJRwarQhjKZvtbBySTMvAgl5J/05p+xF/HopLagon4ww+N7Pz7e99JCSYuM3Xn+p5XPX76urgXfvv/4+au1/vvc5qUR0Be5ys1lyi0oqaGPEhVcFgZ4liq4SK+PmvzFDRgrc32GswKSjE+1nEjB0VGjlqqG8yEDM02TioWs19391/3Lwi6L9uMmiLsRY7v1zlEjgaNqaIWRBS5+nCmgcb1TBw6dj4rciFGrvVSgSwW6VKBRyOZokwVORq3/w3Euygw0CsWtHUSswKTiBqVQUAedV+ncyBsQSaWUFrYOhqWFgotrPoWBCzXPwCbVfN+adhwzppPcuKeRztnnHRXPrJ1lqavMOF7Z17mGfCs3KHGyn1RSFyWCFk9Ck1JRzGlzATqWBgSqmQu488etQsUVN1ygu1PgPFoaQd8PzuMw6oW907h9cLhwa5Vskm3yh0RkjxyQY3JC+kSQW/LgeZ7v3ftbftvvPJX63qJng7yAHz4CEIa8BA==</latexit>

Clinet2

<latexit sha1_base64="N1bMo9S/fkDx1GBdrvM+FVzQlkg=">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</latexit>

Clinet3

<latexit sha1_base64="DX5yxkBV3j77TLXsDBP9F9SrkEU=">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</latexit>

Clinetn�1

<latexit sha1_base64="PdwSz4r282fa9wi+679qvDyLWx8=">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</latexit>

tn�1

<latexit sha1_base64="ptooZCFqQ0zuO1ihpBiUOr0i/f0=">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</latexit>

tn

<latexit sha1_base64="n7Z6SPkn9NoJ3l6EAADFZWMnYNU=">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</latexit>

t3

<latexit sha1_base64="4dCVOSI58BBzJpPzslvw2X3Lo9w=">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</latexit>

t2

<latexit sha1_base64="2IYl/dNu89tgGVuctXQ1j2htDHI=">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</latexit>

t1
<latexit sha1_base64="Lze0BnFHFPUGzUJK+x0YD0BvDCI=">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</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="QiCUtqLgchvPyHPrJVyhZvxlmd4=">AAACu3icfVHdatswFJa9revctc22q9EbsSSwixFkp7GTi9Gy3nR3HTRtITFBVpRUrSwb6bgQjJ9qT7PH6BtMzg90oesBiY/vnPOdvySXwgAhfxz31es3O29333l77/cPDhsfPl6ZrNCMD1kmM32TUMOlUHwIAiS/yTWnaSL5dXJ/VvuvH7g2IlOXsMh5nNK5EjPBKFhq0vjtleOlykjPk7gkHRIek0HvG+n0iN/v+iswiKKqBZNybJgWOax/WEiOSdWqPK+9pTLoh0EvsMmEREE3rEEQHQfdqnVWd/q8lFpKWbGXgqzEpNHc9Ik3feJNn9i3NWtrorVdTBqP42nGipQrYJIaM/JJDnFJNQgmeeW1t9yZFg+cxaWUipnKGxeG55Td0zkfWahoyk1cLuetcNsyUzzLtH0K8JJ9mlHS1JhFmtjIlMKt2fbV5HO+UQGzflwKlRfAFVsVmhUSQ4brQ+Kp0JyBXFhA7X7sKJjdUk0Z2HN7dkebReD/g6ug44ed8FfQPP2x3tYuOkJf0FfkowidonN0gYaIOZ+dE+fc+el+d5l758pVqOuscz6hf8wt/gKV7NHw</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="U3f1KTAu8sk3rp1fTbLTjq3VWCc=">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</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="LKQViE4MW9C8RbWXu/XV3GqRLDM=">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</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="aBxC/FkEVqdn61Hz2zs0qfngALQ=">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</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="ovuuIMA6JZJ13rdmHr14A+1hppw=">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</latexit>

�1

<latexit sha1_base64="Uez3FulubjG3ZlPOqUA6wF1BACg=">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</latexit>

�2

<latexit sha1_base64="FjPfpL1/FOZyl1k/YOh+Eibszpo=">AAACwHicfVFda9swFJW9r877SrvHwRDLAnsYQXYWJ3krbR/2stHB0hZiE2RFSURlyZOuC5nx/9pf2c/YP5jsJrCFbhckDufce3TvVVZIYYGQn55/7/6Dh48OHgdPnj57/qJzeHRhdWkYnzIttbnKqOVSKD4FAZJfFYbTPJP8Mrs+bfTLG26s0OorbAqe5nSlxFIwCo6ad34EVdK6zMwqSyvSH5JwEg/ekz5xMRg5EA3JZDyo3yZnXAKdV4llRhSwvWEjOXZqHQS9PavJOI6GUWs1igZxA6LRh8glnzbtwp1WqrVyZv9LchbzTnfXLN41i3fN4rBlCOmibZzPO7+ShWZlzhUwSa2dhaSAtKIGBJO8Dnp7sjbihrO0klIxWwdJaXlB2TVd8ZmDiubcplU7b417jlngpTbuKMAt+2dFRXNrN3nmMnMKa7uvNeRd2qyE5TithCpK4IrdPrQsJQaNm9/EC2E4A7lxgLr9uFEwW1NDGbg/D9yOdovA/wYXUT+M+/GXqHt8st3WAXqF3qB3KEQjdIw+onM0Rcx77Z15n7zP/om/9rX/7TbV97Y1L9Ff4X//DWZ/0+M=</latexit>

�3

<latexit sha1_base64="goEr0jvJWAL/grsPgsepiEsMqBY=">AAACJ3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdenCwVpwVZIu1GWxG5cVrAptKJPpbTt0MgkzN0IIWfox4la/w53o0k/wD5zWLLR6YIbDOfdwuSeIpTDouu/OwuLS8spqaa28vrG5tV3Z2b02UaI5dHgkI30bMANSKOigQAm3sQYWBhJugklr6t/cgTYiUleYxuCHbKTEUHCGVupXDo5a0yj2s57hWsRY/JhKoCo/6leqbt2dgf4lXkGqpEC7X/nsDSKehKCQS2ZM13Nj9DOmUXAJebk2Z0da3AH3MykVN3m5lxiIGZ+wEXQtVSwE42ezO3Nas8qADiNtn0I6U38mMhYak4aBnQwZjs28NxX/87oJDs/8TKg4QVD8e9EwkRQjOi2NDoQGjjK1hNl+7CmUj5lmHG21ZduRN9/IX3LdqHsn9ZPLRrV5XrRVIvvkkBwTj5ySJrkgbdIhnNyTR/JEnp0H58V5dd6+RxecIrNHfsH5+AIsq6c7</latexit>

Clinetn

<latexit sha1_base64="OQ1V5xVVv2ZhMWcRIUdMCdQTHTE=">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</latexit>

Clinet1

<latexit sha1_base64="q9QHpruUWdQzDiZNtleXgCsmZv8=">AAACdHicfVHPS+NAFJ5k3V3N/qrrUQ+DtbCHJUwire5N9OJRwarQhjKZvtbBySTMvAgl5J/05p+xF/HopLagon4ww+N7Pz7e99JCSYuM3Xn+p5XPX76urgXfvv/4+au1/vvc5qUR0Be5ys1lyi0oqaGPEhVcFgZ4liq4SK+PmvzFDRgrc32GswKSjE+1nEjB0VGjlqqG8yEDM02TioWs19391/3Lwi6L9uMmiLsRY7v1zlEjgaNqaIWRBS5+nCmgcb1TBw6dj4rciFGrvVSgSwW6VKBRyOZokwVORq3/w3Euygw0CsWtHUSswKTiBqVQUAedV+ncyBsQSaWUFrYOhqWFgotrPoWBCzXPwCbVfN+adhwzppPcuKeRztnnHRXPrJ1lqavMOF7Z17mGfCs3KHGyn1RSFyWCFk9Ck1JRzGlzATqWBgSqmQu488etQsUVN1ygu1PgPFoaQd8PzuMw6oW907h9cLhwa5Vskm3yh0RkjxyQY3JC+kSQW/LgeZ7v3ftbftvvPJX63qJng7yAHz4CEIa8BA==</latexit>

Clinet2

<latexit sha1_base64="N1bMo9S/fkDx1GBdrvM+FVzQlkg=">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</latexit>

Clinet3

<latexit sha1_base64="DX5yxkBV3j77TLXsDBP9F9SrkEU=">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</latexit>

Clinetn�1

.
.
.

<latexit sha1_base64="K6Y46Z1Qmv7Ddi2E1/4cZBvioNU=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="NHqJWCnzyQE3Ksv1a0AzgAPbcvg=">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</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="o0WLh4G/yGDEZRJjrhuyes45V+A=">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</latexit>

: a client’s single puzzle
<latexit sha1_base64="/ggCr/Bomar9umxn3/nBxUNSRtE=">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</latexit>

: a solution to a client’s single puzzle
<latexit sha1_base64="RN0ZyOWMONZvAuY/YnynRB7cGUw=">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</latexit>

: client delegating computation to the server
<latexit sha1_base64="rrlDDRc1gqyEwkijaINkX/CZ2gQ=">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</latexit>

: a client’s re-encoded single puzzle
<latexit sha1_base64="qjrbH4SGBJRNwgjdFvjZ5Ytfiso=">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</latexit>

: a puzzle encoding the linear combination of the solutions
<latexit sha1_base64="T8jZRe++hIRuEDlprJwjI5t4ds8=">AAAC+HicfVJdb9MwFHXCx0b46uCRF4u2Eg+oSjLWbnuaGA88Dol2k5qoclyntebYkX0zqc3yCL+DN8Qr/4Z/Af8AJ8skaBFXsnV0zj3X19dOcsEN+P4Px71z9979nd0H3sNHj5887ew9mxhVaMrGVAmlLxJimOCSjYGDYBe5ZiRLBDtPLk9r/fyKacOV/AirnMUZWUieckrAUrPOT8/zjjHBRomiZjAoDEuG82K9FgwzSdWcy0XD1WcQjanKEi4bP1Zpo9y6jdcvo6apqV4kcekP/CZeb4GqF71jAkiv8rY8R4fD8CBsUkfh/rAG4ehNuF/1TusWYFZGhmqeQ7vDynYqq7qULfa/JFti1une9oC3QdCCLmrjbNb5Fc0VLTImgQpizDTwc4hLooFTwSqvvyErza8YjUshJDWVFxWG5YRekgWbWihJxkxcNvetcN8yc5wqbZcE3LB/OkqSGbPKEpuZEViaTa0m/6VNC0gP45LLvAD7hDcHpYVoXtf+AjznmlEQKwuInY+9CqZLogkF+1c8O6NgcyLbYBIOguFg+CHsnrxtp7WLXqCX6BUK0AidoPfoDI0RdSbOtfPJ+eyu3S/uV/fbTarrtJ7n6K9wv/8GCyzofQ==</latexit>

: a solution to the puzzle encoding the linear combination of the solutions

<latexit sha1_base64="pwriQIn/dg/3bjGeJ7AS+tf0YyQ=">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</latexit>

Figure a. Solving a single puzzle for each client

<latexit sha1_base64="hCpfkLwjQlqiRczK+gUwLI3klko=">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</latexit>

Figure b. Computing linear combinations and solving the resultant puzzle

<latexit sha1_base64="ln83Loztc8F0umIQRqCwijVlz2I=">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</latexit>

�n

<latexit sha1_base64="b0F5upNMaHu32cF7HNfR2hJxa/I=">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</latexit>

�n�1

<latexit sha1_base64="0KvIy8SkuLIKMQ8JIpmtZqHHVN8=">AAACI3icbZC7TgJBFIZnvYs31NJmIhCtyC4FWhptLDWRSwIbMjscYMLs7GbmLAnZUPgwxlafw87YWPgQvoEDbKHgSWby5//Pycn5glgKg6776aysrq1vbG5t53Z29/YP8odHdRMlmkONRzLSzYAZkEJBDQVKaMYaWBhIaATDm2neGIE2IlIPOI7BD1lfiZ7gDK3VyZ8U8ayTtg3XIsbsx7EE6k6KnXzBLbuzosvCy0SBZHXXyX+3uxFPQlDIJTOm5bkx+inTKLiESa60EEdajID7qZSKm0munRiIGR+yPrSsVCwE46ezGye0ZJ0u7UXaPoV05v6eSFlozDgMbGfIcGAWs6n5X9ZKsHfpp0LFCYLi80W9RFKM6BQY7QoNHOXYCmb52FMoHzDNOFqsOcvIWySyLOqVslctV+8rhavrjNYWOSGn5Jx45IJckVtyR2qEk0fyTF7Iq/PkvDnvzse8dcXJZo7Jn3K+fgAdUqUR</latexit>

t00

Fig. 1: Outline of the workflow of Tempora-Fusion. In the figure, t0 refers to the time when a server receives
a puzzle instance from a client, t′0 is the time when clients delegate the homomorphic linear combination of
their puzzles’ solutions to the server, ti is the time when the solution to Cleinti’s puzzle is found, t′ is the
time when the solution to a puzzle encoding the linear combination is found, ∆i is the period after which
the solution to Clienti’s puzzle is found, and ∆ is the period after which a solution to the puzzle encoding
the linear combination is discovered.

Intermediate-Level Description. Next, we will delve deeper into the description of Tempora-Fusion,
elucidating its key mechanisms and components across various phases.

1. Setup. Initially, server s generates a set of public parameters, without requiring it to generate any secret
keys. The public parameters include a large prime number p and a set X = {x1, . . . , xt̄} of distinct and
non-zero elements. The elements in X can be considered as x-coordinates and will help each client to
represent its message as a polynomial in point-value form, consistent with other clients’ polynomials.

2. Key Generation. Each client independently generates a secret key and public key Nu. It publishes its
public key.

3. Puzzle Generation. Using its secret key and time parameter Tu that determines how long a solution
must remain concealed, each client cu generates a master key mku and a set of public parameters ppu.
Given ppu, anyone who will solve this client’s puzzle will be able to find mku in the future, after a certain
time. The client uses mku to derive pseudorandom values (zi,u, wi,u) for each element xi of X.

The client represents its secret solution mu as a polynomial in point-value form. This results in a vector
of y-coordinates: [π1,u, . . . , πt̄,u]. It encrypts each y-coordinate using the related pseudorandom values:
oi,u = wi,u · (πi,u + zi,u) mod p. These encrypted y-coordinates ~ou = [o1,u, . . . , ot̄,u] represent its puzzle.

The reason that the client represents its solution mu as a polynomial, is to facilitate future homomorphic
computation and efficient verification of the computation (as explained in Section 5.1).
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To enable anyone to verify the correctness of the solution that s will find, the client commits comu =
Com(mu,mku) to the solution mu using mku as the randomness used in the commitment. The client
publishes (or sends to s) comu and the puzzle ~ou. If s solves the client’s puzzle, it can find both mu and
mku, and prove they match the commitment.

4. Linear Combination. Prior to this phase, each client cu has already created and transmitted a puzzle
for its solution mu to s. Within this phase, the clients produce specific messages that will enable s to
find, after time ∆, a linear combination of the clients’ plaintext solutions:

∑
∀cu∈C

qu ·mu, where each qu is

a coefficient picked by each client cu.

The clients initially collaborate to designate a small subset I of themselves as leaders. These leaders are
picked at random. Each leader client cu, using its secret key and time parameter Y (which determines
how long the result of the computation must remain private), generates a temporary master key tku
along with some public parameters pp(Evl)

u . Anyone who solves a puzzle for the computation will be able
to find tku, after time ∆. Each leader client uses tku to derive new pseudorandom values (z′i,u, w

′
i,u) for

each element xi of X. It also uses its secret key to regenerate the pseudorandom values (zi,u, wi,u) used
to encrypt each y-coordinate related to its solution mu.

The leader client picks a random root: rootu. It commits to this root, using tku as the randomness:
com′u = Com(rootu, tku). This approach will ensure that s (i) cannot come up with its own root, and (ii)
will find the commitment’s opening itself if it solves the leader’s puzzle.

Each leader client also represents rootu as a polynomial in point-value form. This yields a vector of y-
coordinates: [γ1,u, . . . , γt̄,u]. It encrypts each y-coordinate using the related new pseudorandom values as:
γ′i,u = γi,u ·w′i,u mod p and sends the encrypted y-coordinates to the rest of the clients. This (encrypted)
random root of each leader will be inserted by every client into its outsourced puzzle to give a certain
structure to the computation result, facilitating future verification.

For every client, for instance cl, the leader client selects a fresh key fl and sends it to that client. This
key is used by each cl and the leader client to generate zero-sum pseudorandom values. These values are
generated such that if those generated by each cl and the leader client are summed, they will cancel out
each other. They are used to ensure that s can only learn the linear combination of the clients’ messages.

Each leader client participates in an instance of OLE+ with s, for each y-coordinate. Broadly speaking,
each leader client’s input includes the y-coordinate of the random root, the new pseudorandom values
(z′i,u, w

′
i,u), the inverse of the old pseudorandom values (so ultimately the old ones can be replaced with

the new ones), its coefficient qu, and the pseudorandom values derived from fl, and
∏

∀c
l
∈I\cu

γ′i,l mod p.

The input of s is the client’s puzzle. Each instance of OLE+ returns to s an encrypted y-coordinate. Each
leader client publishes its public parameters pp(Evl)

u .

Each non-leader client also participates in an instance of OLE+ with s, for each y-coordinate. Each
non-leader client’s input is similar to a leader client’s input, with the main difference being that (i) it
does not include z′i,u and (ii) instead of inserting the y-coordinate of a random root and w′i,u, it inserts∏
∀c
l
∈I
γ′i,l mod p, where each γ′i,l = γi,u ·w′i,u mod p has been sent to it by a leader client. In this case, each

instance of OLE+ also returns to s an encrypted y-coordinate.

Server s sums the outputs of OLE+ component-wise, which yields a vector of encrypted y-coordinates,
~g = [g1, . . . , gt̄]. It publishes ~g. Note that each gi has |I| layers of blinding factors, each of which is
inserted by a leader client. This multi-layer encryption ensures that even if some of the leader clients’
secret keys are disclosed to server s, the server cannot find the computation result significantly earlier
than the predefined time, ∆.
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5. Solving a Puzzle. Server s operates as follows when it wants to find the result of the computation.
Given public parameters pp(Evl)

u of each leader client, it solves each leader client’s puzzle to find temporary
key tku which allows it to remove a layer of encryption from each gi.

By removing all the layers of encryption, s will obtain a set of y-coordinates. It uses these y-coordinates
and the x-coordinates in X to interpolate a polynomial θ. It retrieves the roots of θ. It publishes each
root and tku that match a published commitment com′u. It also retrieves the computation result (i.e.,
the linear combination of the clients’ solutions) from θ and publishes it.

Server s takes the following steps when it wants to find a solution for a single client’s puzzle (note
that solving a single client’s puzzle is independent of computing homomorphic linear computation of all
clients’ puzzles). Given public parameters ppu and puzzle vector [o1,u, . . . , ot̄,u] (generated in Phase 3) for
a client cu, server s after time ∆u finds the master key mku. Using mku, s removes the blinding factors
from each oi,u, that yields a vector of y-coordinates. It uses them and x-coordinates in X to interpolate
a polynomial πu and retrieves message mu from πu. It publishes mu and mku that match the published
commitment comu, generated in Phase 3.

6. Verification. When verifying a solution related to the linear combination, a verifier (i) checks whether
every opening (root and tku) matches the published commitment com′u, and (ii) unblinds the elements
of ~g using every tku, interpolates a polynomial θ(x), and checks if θ(x) possesses all the roots. When
verifying a solution related to a single client’s puzzle, a verifier checks if the opening (mu,mku) matches
the commitment comu.

Detailed Construction. We proceed to provide a detailed description of the Tempora-Fusion protocol.

1. Setup. S.Setup(1λ, ẗ, t)→ (., pks)

The server s (or any party) only once takes the following steps:

(a) Setting a field’s parameter : generates a sufficiently large prime number p, where log2(p) is security
parameter, e.g., log2(p) ≥ 128.

(b) Generating public x-coordinates: let ẗ be the total number of leader clients. It sets t̄ = ẗ + 2 and
X = {x1, . . . , xt̄}, where xi 6= xj, xi 6= 0, and xi /∈ U .

(c) Publishing public parameters: publishes pks = (p,X, t).

2. Key Generation. C.Setup(1λ)→ Ku

Each party cu in C = {c1, . . . , cn} takes the following steps:

(a) Generating RSA public and private keys: computes Nu = p1 ·p2, where pi is a large randomly chosen
prime number, where log2(pi) is a security parameter, e.g., log2(pi) ≥ 2048. Next, it computes Euler’s
totient function of Nu, as: φ(Nu) = (p1 − 1) · (p2 − 1).

(b) Publishing public parameters: locally keeps secret key sk
u

= φ(Nu) and publishes public key pku =
Nu.

3. Puzzle Generation. GenPuzzle(mu,Ku, pks, ∆u,maxss)→ (~ou, prmu)

Each cu independently takes the following steps to generate a puzzle for a message mu.

(a) Checking public parameters: checks the bit-size of p and elements of X in pks, to ensure log2(p) ≥ 128,
xi 6= xj, xi 6= 0, and xi /∈ U . If it does not accept the parameters, it returns (⊥,⊥) and does not take
further action.

(b) Generating secret keys: generates a master key mk
u

and two secret keys ku and su as follows:
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i. sets exponent au:
au = 2Tu mod φ(Nu)

where Tu = ∆u ·maxss and φ(Nu) ∈ Ku.

ii. selects a base uniformly at random: ru
$← ZNu and then sets a master key mku as follows:

mku = rauu mod Nu

iii. derive two keys from mku:

ku = PRF(1,mku), su = PRF(2,mku)

(c) Generating blinding factors: generates 2 · t̄ pseudorandom blinding factors using ku and su:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : zi,u = PRF(i, ku), wi,u = PRF(i, su)

(d) Encoding plaintext message:

i. represents plaintext message mu as a polynomial, such that the polynomial’s constant term is
the message. Specifically, it computes polynomial πu(x) as:

πu(x) = x+mu mod p

ii. computes t̄ y-coordinates of πu(x):

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : πi,u = πu(xi) mod p

where xi ∈ X and p ∈ pks.

(e) Encrypting the message: encrypts the y-coordinates using the blinding factors as follows:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : oi,u = wi,u · (πi,u + zi,u) mod p

(f) Committing to the message: commits to the plaintext message:

comu = Com(mu,mku)

(g) Managing messages: publishes ~ou = [o1,u, . . . , ot̄,u] and ppu = (comu, Tu, ru, Nu). It locally keeps
secret parameters spu = (ku, su) and deletes everything else, including mu,πu(x), π1,u, . . . , πt̄,u. It
sets prmu = (spu, ppu).

4. Linear Combination. Evaluate(〈s(~o,∆, maxss, ~pp, ~pk, pks), c1(∆,maxss,K1, prm1, q1, pks), . . . , cn(∆,
maxss, Kn, prmn, qn, pks)〉)→ (~g, ~pp(Evl))

In this phase, the parties produce certain messages that allow s to find a linear combination of the clients’
plaintext message after time ∆.

(a) Randomly selecting leaders: all parties in C agree on a random key r̂, e.g., by participating in a coin

tossing protocol [10]. Each cu deterministically finds index of ẗ leader clients: ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ ẗ : idxj =
G(j||r̂). Let I be a vector contain these ẗ clients.

(b) Granting the computation by each leader client : each leader client cu in I takes the following steps.
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i. Generating temporary secret keys: generates a temporary master key tku and two secret keys k′u
and s′u for itself. Also, it generates a secret key fl for each client. To do that, it takes the following
steps. It computes the exponent:

bu = 2Y mod φ(Nu)

where Y = ∆·maxss. It selects a base uniformly at random: hu
$← ZNu and then sets a temporary

master key tku:
tku = hbuu mod Nu

It derives two keys from tku:

k′u = PRF(1, tku), s′u = PRF(2, tku)

It picks a random key fl for each client cl excluding itself, i.e., fl
$← {0, 1}poly(λ), where cl ∈ C \cu.

It sends fl to each cl.

ii. Generating temporary blinding factors: derives t̄ pseudorandom values from s′u:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : w′i,u = PRF(i, s′u)

iii. Generating an encrypted random root : picks a random root: rootu
$← Fp. It represents rootu as a

polynomial, such that the polynomial’s root is rootu. Specifically, it computes polynomial γu(x)
as:

γu(x) = x− rootu mod p

Then, it computes t̄ y-coordinates of γu(x):

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : γi,u = γu(xi) mod p

It encrypts each y-coordinate γi,u using blinding factor w′i,u:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : γ′i,u = γi,u · w′i,u mod p

It sends #»γ ′u = [γ′1,u, . . . , γ
′̄
t,u] to the rest of the clients.

iv. Generating blinding factors: receives (f̄l,
#»γ ′l) from every other client which are in I.

It regenerates its original blinding factors:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : zi,u = PRF(i, ku), wi,u = PRF(i, su)

where ku and su are in ~prmu and were generated in step 3(b)iii. It also generates new ones:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : z′i,u = PRF(i, k′u)

It sets values vi,u and yi,u as follows. ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ :

vi,u = γ′i,u ·
∏

∀c
l
∈I\cu

γ′i,l mod p

yi,u = −
∑

∀c
l
∈C\cu

PRF(i, fl) +
∑

∀c
l
∈I\cu

PRF(i, f̄l) mod p

where cu ∈ I.
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v. Re-encoding outsourced puzzle: obliviously, without having to access a plaintext solution, prepares
the puzzle (held by s) for the computation. To do that, it participates in an instance of OLE+

with s, for every i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄. The inputs of cu to i-th instance of OLE+ are:

ei = qu · vi,u · (wi,u)−1 mod p

e′i = −(qu · vi,u · zi,u) + z′i,u + yi,u mod p

The input of s to i-th instance of OLE+ is cu’s encrypted y-coordinate: e′′i = oi,u (where oi,u ∈ ~o).
Accordingly, i-th instance of OLE+ returns to s:

di,u = ei · e′′i + e′i
= qu · vi,u · πi,u + z′i,u + yi,u mod p

= qu · γi,u · w′i,u · (
∏

∀c
l
∈I\cu

γi,l · w′i,l) · πi,u + z′i,u + yi,u mod p

where qu is the party’s coefficient. If cu detects misbehavior during the execution of OLE+, it sends
a special symbol ⊥ to all parties and halts.

vi. Committing to the root : computes com′u = Com(rootu, tku).

vii. Publishing public parameters: publishes pp(Evl)
u = (hu, com

′
u, Nu, Y ). Note that all cu ∈ I use

identical Y . Let ~pp(Evl) contain all the triples pp(Evl)
u published by cu, where cu ∈ I.

(c) Granting the computation by each non-leader client : each non-leader client cu takes the following
steps.

i. Generating blinding factors: receives (f̄l,
#»γ ′l) from every other client which is in I.

It regenerates its original blinding factors:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : zi,u = PRF(i, ku), wi,u = PRF(i, su)

It set values vi,u and yi,u as follows. ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ :

vi,u =
∏
∀c
l
∈I

γ′i,l mod p

yi,u =
∑
∀c
l
∈I

PRF(i, f̄l) mod p

ii. Re-encoding outsourced puzzle: participates in an instance of OLE+ with the server s, for every i,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄. The inputs of cu to i-th instance of OLE+ are:

ei = qu · vi,u · (wi,u)−1 mod p

e′i = −(qu · vi,u · zi,u) + yi,u mod p

The input of s to i-th instance of OLE+ is cu’s encrypted y-coordinate: e′′i = oi,u. Accordingly,
i-th instance of OLE+ returns to s:

di,u = ei · e′′i + e′i
= qu · vi,u · πi,u + yi,u mod p

= qu · (
∏

∀c
l
∈I\cu

γi,l · w′i,l) · πi,u + yi,u mod p

where qu is the party’s coefficient. If cu detects misbehavior during the execution of OLE+, it sends
a special symbol ⊥ to all parties and halts.
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(d) Computing encrypted linear combination: server s sums all of the outputs of OLE+ instances that it
has invoked, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ :

gi =
∑
∀cu∈C

di,u mod p

= (
∏
∀cu∈I

γi,u · w′i,u︸ ︷︷ ︸
vi,u

·
∑
∀cu∈C

qu · πi,u) +
∑
∀cu∈I

z′i,u mod p

(e) Disseminating encrypted result : server s publishes ~g = [g1, . . . , gt̄].

5. Solving a Puzzle. Solve(~ou, ppu, ~g, ~pp
(Evl), pks, cmd)→ (m, ζ)

Server s takes the following steps.

Case 1. when solving a puzzle related to the linear combination, i.e., when cmd = evalPzl:

(a) Finding secret keys: for each cu ∈ I:

i. finds tku (where tku = h2Y

u mod Nu) through repeated squaring of hu modulo Nu, such
that (hu, Y,Nu) ∈ ~pp(Evl).

ii. derives two keys from tku:

k′u = PRF(1, tku), s′u = PRF(2, tku)

(b) Removing blinding factors: removes the blinding factors from [g1, . . . , gt̄] ∈ ~g.

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ :

θi =
( ∏
∀cu∈I

PRF(i, s′u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
w′i,u

)−1 ·
(
gi −

∑
∀cu∈I

z′i,u︷ ︸︸ ︷
PRF(i, k′u)

)
mod p

= (
∏
∀cu∈I

γi,u) ·
∑
∀cu∈C

qu · πi,u mod p

(c) Extracting a polynomial : interpolates a polynomial θ, given pairs (x1, θ1), . . . , (xt̄, θt̄). Note
that θ will have the following form:

θ(x) =
∏
∀cu∈I

(x− rootu) ·
∑
∀cu∈C

qu · (x+mu) mod p

We can rewrite θ(x) as follows:

θ(x) = ψ(x) +
∏
∀cu∈I

(−rootu) ·
∑
∀cu∈C

qu ·mu mod p

where ψ(x) is a polynomial of degree ẗ+ 1 whose constant term is 0.

(d) Extracting the linear combination: retrieves the final result (which is the linear combination
of the messages m1, . . . ,mn) from polynomial θ(x)’s constant term: cons =

∏
∀cu∈I

(−rootu) ·∑
∀cu∈C

qu ·mu as follows:

res = cons · (
∏
∀cu∈I

(−rootu))−1 mod p

=
∑
∀cu∈C

qu ·mu
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(e) Extracting valid roots: extracts the roots of θ. Let set R contain the extracted roots. It
identifies the valid roots, by finding every rootu in R, such that Ver(com′u, (rootu, tku)) = 1.
Note that s performs the check for every cu in I.

(f) Publishing the result : publishes the solution m = res and the proof ζ =
{

(rootu, tku)
}
∀cu∈I

.

Case 2. when solving a puzzle of single client cu, i.e., when cmd = clientPzl:

(a) Finding secret keys: finds mku where mku = r2
Tu

u mod Nu through repeated squaring of ru
modulo Nu, where (Tu, ru) ∈ ppu. Then, it derives two keys from mku:

ku = PRF(1,mku), su = PRF(2,mku)

(b) Removing blinding factors: re-generates 2 · t̄ pseudorandom values using ku and su:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : zi,u = PRF(i, ku), wi,u = PRF(i, su)

Then, it uses the blinding factors to unblind [o1,u, . . . , ot̄,u]:

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ : πi,u =
(
(wi,u)−1 · oi,u

)
− zi,u mod p

(c) Extracting a polynomial : interpolates a polynomial πu, given pairs (x1, π1,u), . . . , (xt̄, πt̄,u).

(d) Publishing the solution: considers the constant term of πu as the plaintext solution, mu. It
publishes the solution m = mu and the proof ζ = mku.

6. Verification. Verify(m, ζ, ., ppu, ~g, ~pp
(Evl), pks, cmd)→ v̈ ∈ {0, 1}

A verifier (that can be anyone, not just cu ∈ C) takes the following steps.

Case 1. when verifying a solution related to the linear combination, i.e., when cmd = evalPzl:

(a) Checking the commitments’ openings: verifies the validity of every (rootu, tku) ∈ ζ, pro-
vided by s in Case 1, step 5f:

∀cu ∈ I : Ver
(
com′u, (rootu, tku)

) ?
= 1

where com′u ∈ ~pp(Evl). If all of the verifications pass, it proceeds to the next step. Otherwise,
it returns v̈ = 0 and takes no further action.

(b) Checking the resulting polynomial’s valid roots: checks if the resulting polynomial contains
all the roots in ζ, by taking the following steps.

i. derives two keys from tku:

k′u = PRF(1, tku), s′u = PRF(2, tku)

ii. removes the blinding factors from [g1, . . . , gt̄] ∈ ~g that were provided by s in step 4e.

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t̄ :

θi =
( ∏
∀cu∈I

PRF(i, s′u)
)−1 ·

(
gi −

∑
∀cu∈I

PRF(i, k′u)
)

mod p

=
∏
∀cu∈I

γi,u ·
∑
∀cu∈C

qu · πi,u mod p
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iii. interpolates a polynomial θ, given pairs (x1, θ1), . . . , (xt̄, θt̄), similar to step 5c. This
yields a polynomial θ having the form:

θ(x) =
∏
∀cu∈I

(x− rootu) ·
∑
∀cu∈C

qu · (x+mu) mod p

= ψ(x) +
∏
∀cu∈I

(−rootu) ·
∑
∀cu∈C

qu ·mu mod p

where ψ(x) is a polynomial of degree ẗ+ 1 whose constant term is 0.

iv. if the following checks pass, it will proceed to the next step. It checks if every rootu is

a root of θ, by evaluating θ at rootu and checking if the result is 0, i.e., θ(rootu)
?
= 0.

Otherwise, it returns v̈ = 0 and takes no further action.

(c) Checking the final result : retrieves the final result (i.e., the linear combination of the mes-
sages m1, . . . ,mn) from polynomial θ(x)’s constant term: cons =

∏
∀cu∈I

(−rootu)·
∑
∀cu∈C

qu ·mu

as follows:

res′ = cons · (
∏
∀cu∈I

(−rootu))−1 mod p

=
∑
∀cu∈C

qu ·mu

It checks res′
?
= m, where m = res is the result that s sent to it.

(d) Accepting or rejecting the result : If all the checks pass, it accepts m and returns v̈ = 1.
Otherwise, it returns v̈ = 0.

Case 2. when verifying a solution of single puzzle belonging to cu, i.e., when cmd = clientPzl:

(a) Checking the commitment’ opening : checks whether opening pair m = mu and ζ = mku
matches the commitment:

Ver
(
comu, (mu,mku)

) ?
= 1

where comu ∈ ppu.

(b) Accepting or rejecting the solution: accepts the solution m and returns v̈ = 1 if the above
check passes. It rejects the solution and returns v̈ = 0, otherwise.

Theorem 2. If the sequential modular squaring assumption holds, factoring N is a hard problem, PRF, OLE+,
and the commitment schemes are secure, then the protocol presented above is a secure VHLC-T LP, w.r.t.
Definition 9.

Shortly, in Section 5.3, we present the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark 1. OLE+ ensures that the homomorphic operation can be securely operated sequentially multiple
times, regardless of the distribution of the input messages to OLE+. Specifically, one may try to use the
following naive approach. Each client, for each i-th y-coordinate oi,u, directly sends the following values to
the server: ei = qu · vi,u · (wi,u)−1 mod p, e′i = −(qu · vi,u · zi,u) + yi,u mod p. Each client asks the server to
compute ei · oi,u + e′i. This will yield qu · γi,u · w′i,u · (

∏
∀c
l
∈I\cu

γi,l · w′i,l) · πi,u + z′i,u + yi,u mod p, for a client

which is in I. However, this approach is not secure if the homomorphic linear combination must be computed
multiple times. Because within this approach the security of each message ei relies on the randomness of
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(wi,u)−1.4 In scenarios where the homomorphic linear combination has to be computed multiple times, the
same (wi,u)−1 will be included in ei, meaning that a one-time pad is used multiple times, yielding leakage.

Remark 2. In the above protocol, the number of elements in X is t̄ for the following reason. Each client’s
outsourced polynomial (that represents its puzzle) is of degree 1. During Phase 4 (Linear Combination),
this polynomial is multiplied by ẗ polynomials each representing a random root and is of degree 1. Thus,
the resulting polynomial will have degree ẗ + 1. Hence, t̄ = ẗ + 2 (y, x)-coordinate pairs are sufficient to
interpolate the polynomial.

Remark 3. One interesting aspect of Tempora-Fusion is its flexible approach to time-locking messages. Each
encrypted message ~ou from a client cu, which is either published or transmitted to server s, need not be
necessarily disclosed after a specified period. Despite this, it retains the capability to support verifiable
homomorphic linear combinations. In essence, Tempora-Fusion offers clients the option to apply time-lock
mechanisms to their solutions. Some clients may employ time locks on their encrypted messages, while others
may opt for straightforward encryption of their solutions. Nevertheless, the clients can still allow s to learn
the result of homomorphic linear combinations on their encrypted messages after a certain period. To encrypt
a message without a time-lock, the client can employ the same encryption method utilized during the Puzzle
Generation phase (Phase 3) with the sole distinction being the omission of the base ru publication in step
3g of Phase 3.

5.3 Proof of Theorem 2

In this section, we prove the security of Tempora-Fusion, i.e., Theorem 2.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2, we consider a strong adversary that always corrupts s and some clients.
Thus, the proof considers the case where corrupt s learns the secret inputs, secret parameters, and the
messages that corrupt clients receive from honest clients. The messages that an adversary A receives are as
follows.

• by the end of the puzzle generation phase, it learns:

Set1 =
{
maxss, {Nu, ∆u, Tu, ru, comu, ~ou}∀u,1≤u≤n, {Kj}∀Bj∈W

}
where W is a set of corrupt parties, including server s.

• by the end of the linear combination phase (before any puzzle is fully solved), it also learns:

Set2 =
{
transOLE

+
u

s , Y, {g1, . . . , gt̄}, {com′u, hu, d1,u, . . . , dt̄,u}∀u,1≤u≤n, {f̄l, #»γ ′l}∀cl∈{W∩I}
}

where transOLE
+
u

s is a set of messages sent to s during the execution of OLE+.

We initially prove that Tempora-Fusion is privacy-preserving, w.r.t. Definition 4.

Lemma 1. If the sequential modular squaring assumption holds, factoring N is a hard problem, PRF is
secure, OLE+ is secure (i.e., privacy-preserving), and the commitment scheme satisfies the hiding property,
then Tempora-Fusion is privacy-preserving, w.r.t. Definition 4.

4 Note that, in this case, we cannot rely on the random value w′
i,u or w′

i,cl
to guarantee the privacy of each message,

as the message of every client contains the same w′
i,u and w′

i,cl
.
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Proof. We will argue that the probability that adversary A2 ∈ A = (A1,A2) outputs correct value of
bu (in the experiment ExpAprv(1λ, n, ẗ, t) defined in Definition 4) is at most 1

2 + µ(λ). Since parameters
(maxss, Nu, ∆u, Tu, Y, ru, hu) have been picked independently of the plaintext messages/solutions, they re-
veal nothing about the messages. Each y-coordinate πi,u in ~oi,u has been masked (or encrypted) with a
fresh output of PRF (where oi,u ∈ ~ou). Due to the security of PRF, outputs of PRF are computationally in-
distinguishable from the outputs of a random function. As a result, a message blinded by an output PRF

does not reveal anything about the message, except for the probability µ(λ). Also, each client cu picks its
secret keys and accordingly blinding factors independent of other clients. Therefore, knowing corrupt clients’
secret keys {Kj}∀Bj∈W does not significantly increase the adversary’s probability of winning the game in the
experiment, given honest parties’ puzzles and corresponding parameters. Because of the hiding property of
the commitment scheme, commitments comu and com′u reveal no information about the committed value.

Due to the security of OLE+, a set transOLE
+
u

s of messages that A (acting on behalf of corrupt parties) receives
during the execution of OLE+ are (computationally) indistinguishable from an ideal model where the parties
send their messages to a trusted party and receive the result. This means that the exchanged messages during
the execution of OLE+ reveal nothing about the parties’ inputs, that include the encoded plaintext solution
(i.e., y-coordinate πi,u) and PRF’s output used to encrypt πi,u.

Each di,u is an output of OLE+. Due to the security of OLE+, it reveals to A nothing about the input of each
honest client cu to OLE+, even if s inserts 0. Moreover, each di,u has been encrypted with yi,u which is a sum
of fresh outputs of PRF. Recall that each yi,u has one of the following the forms:

• yi,u = −
∑

∀c
l
∈C\cu

PRF(i, fl) +
∑

∀c
l
∈I\cu

PRF(i, f̄l) mod p, when client cu is one of the leaders, i.e., cu ∈ I.

• yi,u =
∑
∀c
l
∈I

PRF(i, f̄l) mod p, when client cu is not one of the leaders, i.e., cu /∈ I.

Due to the security of PRF, given secret keys {f̄l}∀cl∈{C∩I}, it will be infeasible for A to learn anything about
secret blinding factor used by each honest party, as long as the number of corrupt leaders is smaller than
the threshold t, i.e., |W ∩I| < t. Therefore, given {f̄l}∀cl∈{C∩I}, A learns nothing about each honest client cu
y-coordinate πi,u (as well as z′i,u when cu ∈ I) in di,u, except with the negligible probability in λ, meaning
that d1,u, . . . , dt̄,u are computationally indistinguishable from random values, for u, 1 ≤ u ≤ n.

Each puzzle gi that encodes a y-coordinate for the linear combination, uses the sum of z′i,u (and w′i,u)
to encrypt the y-coordinate, where each honest client’s z′i,u is a fresh output of PRF and unknown to A.
Given corrupt clients’ secret keys {Kj}∀Bj∈W , A can remove the blinding factors z′i,u for the corrupt parties.
However, due to the security of PRF and accordingly due to the indistinguishability of each di,u from random
values, it cannot remove z′i,u of honest parties from gi (before attempting to solve the puzzle) expect with
the negligible probability in λ.

Due to the security of PRF, given the encrypted y-coordinates of the roots { #»γ ′l}∀cl∈{W∩I} received by corrupt
clients and the corrupt parties’ secret keys {Kj}∀Bj∈W , A cannot learn the y-coordinates of the random root
chosen by each honest client (accordingly it cannot learn the random root), except for a negligible probability
in λ.

Thus, given Set1 and Set2, if the sequential modular squaring assumption holds and factoring problem is
hard, A2 that runs in time δ(Tu) < Tu using at most ¯poly(Tu) parallel processors, cannot find a solution
mu (from ~ou) significantly earlier than δ(∆u), except with negligible probability µ(λ). This means that it
cannot output the correct value of bu (in line 20 of experiment ExpAprv(1λ, n, ẗ, t) defined in Definition 4) with
a probability significantly greater than 1

2 .

Recall that each di,u is blinded with a blinding factor yi,u. These blinding factors will be cancelled out, if
all di,u (of different clients) are summed up. Given the above discussion, knowing the elements of Set1 and
Set2, if the sequential modular squaring assumption holds and the factoring problem is hard, A2 that runs
in time δ(Y ) < Y using at most ¯poly(Y ) parallel processors, cannot output the correct value of bu (in the
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line 27 of experiment ExpAprv(1λ, n, ẗ, t) defined in Definition 4) with a probability significantly greater than
1
2 .

This means, A cannot find a solution
∑
∀cu∈C

qu ·mu (from g1, . . . , gt̄) significantly earlier than δ(∆), except

with negligible probability µ(λ). Accordingly, A can only learn the linear combination of all honest clients’
messages, after solving puzzles g1, . . . , gt̂. �

We proceed to prove that Tempora-Fusion preserves a solution validity, w.r.t. Definition 5.

Lemma 2. If the sequential modular squaring assumption holds, factoring N is a hard problem, PRF is
secure, OLE+ is secure (i.e., offers result validity and is privacy-preserving), and the commitment scheme
meets the binding and hiding properties, then Tempora-Fusion preserves a solution validity, w.r.t. Definition
5.

Proof. We will demonstrate the probability that a PPT adversary A outputs an invalid solution but passes
the verification (in the experiment ExpAval(1

λ, n, ẗ, t) defined in Definition 5) is negligible in the security
parameter, i.e., µ(λ).

In addition to (Set1, Set2), the messages that an adversary A receives are as follows:

• by the end of the puzzle-solving phase for a puzzle related to the linear combination, it learns:

Set3 =
{
{rootu, tku}∀cu∈I,m = res

}
• by the end of the puzzle-solving phase for a puzzle of a single honest client cu, it also learns:

Set4 =
{
mku,m = mu

}
where A learns Set4 for any client (long) after it learns Set3.

Due to the binding property of the commitment scheme, the probability that A can open every commitment
related to a valid root in {rootu}∀cu∈I to an invalid root (e.g., root′, where root′ 6= rootu) and pass all
the verifications, is (µ(λ))|I|. Thus, this is detected in step 6a of the protocol with a high probability, i.e.,
1− (µ(λ))|I|.

As discussed in the proof of Lemma 1, before the puzzles of honest parties are solved, A learns nothing about
the blinding factors of honest parties or their random roots (due to the hiding property of the commitment
scheme, the privacy property of OLE+, security of PRF, and under the assumptions that sequential modular
squaring holds and factoring N is a hard problem).

Due to Theorem 1 (unforgeable encrypted polynomial with a hidden root), any modification by A to the
inputs {o1,u, . . . , ot̄,u}∀cu /∈W and outputs {d1,u, . . . , dt̄,u}∀cu /∈W of OLE+, makes the resulting polynomial θ not
contain every root in {rootu}∀cu /∈W . The same applies to the generation of ~g = [g1, . . . , gt̄]. Specifically, if
each gi is not the sum of all honest parties di,u, then their blinding factors will not be cancelled out, making
the resulting polynomial θ not have every root in {rootu}∀cu /∈W , according to Theorem 1. Thus, this can be
detected with a high probability (i.e., at least 1− (µ(λ))t) at step 6(b)iv of the protocol.

A will eventually learn the elements of Set3 for honest parties. However, this knowledge will not help it cheat
without being detected, as A has already published the output of the evaluation, e.g., ~g = [g1, . . . , gt̄].

Due to the security of OLE+ (specifically result validity), any misbehavior of A (corrupting s) during the
execution of OLE+ will not be detected only with a negligible probability µ(λ), in steps 4(b)v and 4(c)ii of
the protocol.
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Hence, A cannot persuade E to return 1 on an invalid output of Evaluate() (in line 23 of the experiment
ExpAval(1

λ n, ẗ, t) defined in Definition 5) with a probability significantly greater than µ(λ).

By solving a single client’s puzzle (after all invocations of Evaluate()), A will also learn Set4 for each (honest)
client cu. Due to the binding property of the commitment scheme, the probability that A can open every
commitment corresponding to the single message mu of each client cu in {c1, . . . , cn} to an invalid message
(e.g., m′, where m′ 6= mu) and pass the verification in steps 6a and 6b of the protocol is negligible, µ(λ). Note
that the elements of set {rootu, tku}∀cu∈I ∈ Set3 have been selected uniformly at random and independent of
each solution mu. Thus, knowing elements {rootu, tku}∀cu∈I will not increase the probability of the adversary
to persuade a verifier to accept an invalid message m′, in steps 6a and 6b of the protocol.

Thus, A cannot win and persuade E to return 1 on an invalid solution (in line 27 of the experiment
ExpAval(1

λ, n, ẗ, t)) with a probability significantly greater than µ(λ). �

We have demonstrated that Tempora-Fusion is privacy-preserving (w.r.t. Definition 4) and preserves solution
validity (w.r.t. Definition 5). Hence, Tempora-Fusion is secure, according to Definition 9.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. �

6 Cost Analysis

In this section, we begin by examining the asymptotic costs of our scheme before analyzing its concrete costs.
In addition to the standard time-lock puzzle execution, the primary concrete costs in our scheme arise from
invoking PRF, polynomial factorization, and OLE+ execution. We will demonstrate that the computational
overheads associated with PRF and polynomial factorization of varying degrees are minimal in our scheme.
We will also assert that OLE+ running time is low and has been used (and implemented) in various schemes.
Figure 2 and Tables 2 and 3 provide detailed information on the actual running times for polynomials
factorization and PRF invocations. In contrast, Table 1 summarizes the asymptotic costs of our scheme.
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Fig. 2: Performance of polynomial factorizations and PRF. Figure 2a, depicts the performance of polynomial
factorizations across polynomial degrees ranging from 2 to 10 over fields of 128 and 256 bits, i.e., log2(p) = 128
and log2(p) = 256. Figure 2b, showcases the performance of PRF across 2 to 1024 invocations, with output
sizes of 128 and 256 bits.

6.1 Asymptotic Cost

Client’s Computation Cost. In the Puzzle Generation phase (Phase 3), in each step 3(b)i and 3(b)ii, a client
cu performs a modular exponentiation over φ(Nu) and Nu respectively. In steps 3(b)iii and 3c, in total the
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Table 1: Complexities of Tempora-Fusion. In the figure, n is the total number of clients, ẗ is the number
of leaders, t̄ = ẗ + 2, ∆ is the period between granting the computation and when a linear combination of
solutions is learned by server s, maxss is the maximum number of squarings that a solver can perform per
second, and Y = maxss ·∆.

Schemes Parties Computation Cost Communication Cost

Client O(t̄) O(t̄ · n)

Verifier O(ẗ2 + ẗ) −

T
em

po
ra

-F
us

io
n

Server O(ẗ2 + t̄ · n + ẗ · Y ) O(t̄ · n)

client invokes 2t̄+ 2 instances of PRF. In step 3(d)i, it performs a single modular addition. In step 3(d)ii, it
evaluates the polynomial at t̄ x-coordinates, which will involve t̄ modular additions, using Horner’s method
[23]. In step 3e, the client also performs t̄ additions and t̄ multiplications to encrypt the y-coordinates. In
step 3f, the client invokes the hash function once to commit to its message.

In the Linear Combination Phase (Phase 4), we will focus on the cost of a leader client, as its overall
cost is higher than a non-leader one. In step 4a, a client invokes a hash function ẗ times. In step 4(b)i, it
performs two modular exponentiations, one over φ(Nu) and the other over Nu. In the same step, it invokes
PRF twice to generate two temporary keys. In step 4(b)ii, it invokes t̄ instances of PRF. In step 4(b)iii, it
performs t̄ additions and t̄ multiplications. In step 4(b)iv, it invokes 3 · t̄ instances of PRF and performs t̄+ 1
multiplications.

In step 4(b)v, the client performs 2 · t̄ additions 4 · t̄ multiplications. In the same step, it invokes t̄ instances
of OLE+. In step 4(b)vi, it invokes the hash function once to commit to the random root. Thus, the client’s
complexity is O(t̄).

Verifier’s Computation Cost. In the Verification phase (Phase 6), the computation cost of a verifier in Case 1

is as follows. In step 6a, it invokes ẗ instances of the hash function (to check the opening of ẗ commitments).
In step 6b it invokes 2 · (t̄ · ẗ + 1) instances of PRF. In step 6(b)ii, it performs t̄ · ẗ + 1 additions and t̄ · ẗ
multiplications. In step 6(b)iii, it interpolates a polynomial of degree ẗ + 1 that involves O(ẗ) addition and
O(ẗ) multiplication operations.

In step 6(b)iv, it evaluates a polynomial of degree ẗ + 1 at ẗ points, resulting in ẗ2 + ẗ additions and
ẗ2 + ẗ multiplications. In step 6c, it performs ẗ + 1 multiplication. In the Verification phase (Phase 6), the
computation cost of a verifier in Case 2 involves only a single invocation of the hash function to check the
opening of a commitment. Thus, the verifier’s complexity is O(ẗ2 + ẗ).

Server’s Computation Cost. In step 4(b)v, server s engages t̄ instances of OLE+ with each client. In step 4d,
server s performs t̄ · n modular addition. During the Solving Puzzles phase (Phase 5), in Case 1 step 5a,
server s performs Y repeated modular squaring and invokes two instances of PRF for each client in I. In step
5b, s it performs t̄ · ẗ+ 1 additions and t̄ · ẗ multiplications.

In step 5c, it interpolates a polynomial of degree ẗ + 1 that involves O(ẗ) addition and O(ẗ) multiplication
operations. In step 5d, it performs ẗ + 1 modular multiplications. In step 5e, it factorizes a polynomial of
degree ẗ+ 1 to find its root, which will cost O(ẗ2). In the same step, it invokes the hash function ẗ times to
identify the valid roots. Thus, the complexity of s in Case 1 is O(ẗ2 + t̄ · n+ ẗ · Y ).

In Case 2, the costs of server s for each client cu involves the following operations. s performs Tu modular
squaring to find master key mku. It invokes t̄+2 instances of PRF. It performs t̄ addition and t̄ multiplication
to decrypt y-coordinates. It interpolates a polynomial of degree ẗ + 1 that involves O(ẗ) addition and O(ẗ)
multiplication operations. Therefore, the complexity of s in Case 2 is O(ẗ+ t̄+Tu). Note that in all schemes
relying on modular squaring a server performs O(Tu) squaring.
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Now we proceed to the parties’ communication costs. We first concentrate on each client’s cost.

Client’s Communication Cost. In the following analysis, we consider the communication cost of a leader
client, as it transmits more messages than non-leader clients. In the Key Generation phase (Phase 2) step
2b, the client publishes a single public key of size about 2048 bits. In the Puzzle Generation phase (Phase
3) step 3g, the client publishes t̄+ 4 values. In the Linear Combination phase (Phase 4), step 4b, the leader
client transmits to each client a key for PRF.

In step 4(b)iii, it sends t̄ encrypted y-coordinates of a random root to the rest of the clients. In step 4(b)v,
it invokes t̄ instances of OLE+ where each instance imposes O(1) communication cost. In step 4(b)vii, the
leader client publishes four elements. Thus, the leader client’s communication complexity is O(t̄ · n). Note
that the size of the majority of messages transmitted by the client in the above steps is 128 bits.

Server’s Communication Cost. In the Setup phase (Phase 1), the server publishes t̄ + 1 messages. In the
Linear Combination phase (Phase 4) step 4(b)v, it invokes t̄ instances of OLE+ with each client, where each
instance imposes O(1) communication cost. In step 4e, it publishes t̄ messages.

In the Solving a Puzzle phase (Phase 5), Case 1, step 5f, it publishes ẗ + 1 messages. In Case 2 step 5d,
the server publishes two messages. The size of each message it publishes in the last three steps is 128 bits.
Therefore, the communication complexity of the server is O(t̄ · n).

6.2 Concrete Cost

Having addressed the concrete communication costs of the scheme in the previous section, we now shift our
focus to the concrete computation costs. As previously discussed, the three primary operations that impose
costs to the participants of our scheme are polynomial factorization, invocations of PRF, and OLE+ execution.
In this section, we analyze their concrete costs.

Implementation Environment. To evaluate the performance of polynomial factorization and PRF, we
have developed prototype implementations written in C++. They can be found in [1,2]. We utilize the NTL
library5 for polynomial factorization, the GMP library6 for modular multiple precision arithmetic, and the
CryptoPP library7 for implementing PRF based on AES. All experiments were conducted on a MacBook
Pro, equipped with a 2-GHz Quad-Core Intel processor and a 16-GB RAM. With did not take advantage of
parallelization. To estimate running times, we run the experiments for at least 100 times.

Choice of Parameters. Since the performance of polynomial factorization and PRF can be influenced
by the size log2(p) of the field over which polynomials are defined and the output size (also referred to as
log2(p), respectively, we use two different field sizes: 128 and 256 bits. Furthermore, in Tempora-Fusion,
since increasing the total number ẗ of leader clients will increase the resulting polynomial’s degree and the
complexity of polynomial factorization is quadratic with the polynomial’s degree, we run the experiment on
different polynomial degrees, ranging from 2 to 10. It is worth noting that even within this range of ẗ, the
total number of clients can be very high, as discussed in Section 4.2.

Result. Increasing the polynomial’s degree from 2 to 10 results in the following changes in the running time
of factorization: (i) from 0.3 to 1.4 milliseconds (ms) when the field size is 128 bits, and (ii) from 0.6 to 2.2
ms when the field size is 256 bits. We observed that doubling the size of the field results in the polynomial
factorization’s running time increasing by a factor of approximately 1.66. Table 2 and Figure 2a elaborate
on the performance of polynomial factorizations.

5 https://libntl.org
6 https://gmplib.org
7 https://cryptopp.com
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Table 2: Concrete runtime of polynomial factorizations, measured in milliseconds.

Field size Polynomial degree
log2(p)

2 4 6 8 10

128-bit 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.2 1.4

256-bit 0.6 1 1.7 2.1 2.2

Table 3: Concrete runtime of PRF invocation, measured in milliseconds.

Output size Number of PRF invocation

log2(p)

2 4 16 64 256 1024

128-bit 0.006 0.011 0.04 0.15 0.658 2.424

256-bit 0.008 0.016 0.071 0.29 0.97 3.534

Moreover, as we increase the number of PRF invocations from 2 to 1024, the running time (a) grows from
0.006 to 2.424 ms when the output size is 128 bits and (b) increases from 0.008 to 3.534 ms when the output
size is 256 bits. Table 3 and Figure 2b elaborate on the concrete performance of PRF.

We observe that the running time of OLE+ is low. For instance, Boyle et al . CCS’18 [17], proposed an efficient
generalization of OLE called vector OLE, secure against malicious adversaries. Vector OLE allows the receiver
to learn any linear combination of two vectors held by the sender. In various applications of OLE, one can
replace a large number of instances of OLE with a smaller number of long instances of vector OLE. The authors
estimated the running time of their scheme is about 26.3 ms when the field size is about 128 bits and the
input vectors size is about 220. As another example, Schoppmann et al . CCS’19 [43] proposed a variant of
vector OLE called pseudorandom vector OLE, secure against semi-honest adversaries. This variant with the
input vectors of 214 elements can be run in less than 1 second.

Therefore, based on our experimental variations in polynomial degrees, field sizes, and PRF’s output sizes, we
project the total added concrete costs of our schemes to range between 3.007 and 3.012 seconds, factoring
in an additional 2 seconds for other operations such as modular arithmetic and hash function invocations.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Time lock puzzles (TLPs) are elegant cryptographic protocols with applications across various domains,
including e-voting, timed secret sharing, timed commitments, and zero-knowledge proofs. In this work, we
present a novel time lock puzzle scheme that simultaneously supports (1) partially homomorphic computa-
tion (i.e., linear combination) of different clients’ puzzles and (2) efficient verification of the computation’s
correctness. This scheme employs a set of techniques not previously applied in the TLP context and is robust
against a strong malicious server that may gain access to a subset of clients’ secret keys. We demonstrate
that it is possible to define the puzzles over a finite field (of relatively short size) without relying on a trusted
third party. Furthermore, we have identified several applications for the proposed scheme in federated learn-
ing, online banking, and e-voting. Our analysis of the scheme’s asymptotic and concrete costs confirms its
efficiency. Future work could explore:

• Post-Quantum Secure, Verifiable Homomorphic TLP : There have been efforts to develop post-quantum
secure TLPs, such as the one proposed in [34]. However, existing post-quantum secure TLPs do not
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support verifiable homomorphic operations on different puzzles. Therefore, it would be compelling to
upgrade these post-quantum secure TLPs to support verifiable homomorphic operations, enhancing their
functionality and broadening their potential applications.

• Scalability Improvements: Explore methods to enhance the scalability of the proposed scheme, ensuring
it can handle a large number of users and datasets without significantly compromising performance. This
could involve distributed computing approaches or could replace OLE+ with a more efficient and scalable
primitive.

• Real-World Implementation: Conduct real-world implementation and testing of our scheme in various do-
mains like online banking and federated learning. This would involve collaboration with industry partners
to identify practical challenges and refine the scheme based on empirical data.
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A The Enhanced OLE’s Ideal Functionality and Protocol

The PSIs proposed in [29] use an enhanced version of the OLE. The enhanced OLE ensures that the receiver
cannot learn anything about the sender’s inputs, in the case where it sets its input to 0, i.e., c = 0. The
enhanced OLE’s protocol (denoted by OLE+) is presented in Figure 3.

1. Receiver (input c ∈ F): Pick a random value, r
$← F, and send

(inputS, (c−1, r)) to the first FOLE.

2. Sender (input a, b ∈ F): Pick a random value, u
$← F, and send

(inputR, u) to the first FOLE, to learn t = c−1 ·u+r. Send (inputS, (t+
a, b− u)) to the second FOLE.

3. Receiver: Send (inputR, c) to the second FOLE and obtain k = (t+a) ·
c+ (b− u) = a · c+ b+ r · c. Output s = k − r · c = a · c+ b.

Fig. 3: Enhanced Oblivious Linear function Evaluation (OLE+) [29].

B The Original RSA-Based TLP

Below, we restate the original RSA-based time-lock puzzle proposed in [42].

1. Setup: SetupTLP(1
λ, ∆,maxss).

(a) pick at random two large prime numbers, q1 and q2. Then, compute N = q1 ·q2. Next, compute Euler’s
totient function of N as follows, φ(N) = (q1 − 1) · (q2 − 1).

(b) set T = maxss · ∆ the total number of squaring needed to decrypt an encrypted message m, where
maxss is the maximum number of squaring modulo N per second that the (strongest) solver can
perform, and ∆ is the period, in seconds, for which the message must remain private.

(c) generate a key for the symmetric-key encryption, i.e., SKE.keyGen(1λ)→ k.

(d) choose a uniformly random value r, i.e., r
$← Z∗N .

(e) set a = 2T mod φ(N).

(f) set pk := (N,T, r) as the public key and sk := (q1, q2, a, k) as the secret key.

2. Generate Puzzle: GenPuzzleTLP(m, pk, sk).

(a) encrypt the message under key k using the symmetric-key encryption, as follows: o1 = SKE.Enc(k,m).

(b) encrypt the symmetric-key encryption key k, as follows: o2 = k + ra mod N .

(c) set o := (o1, o2) as puzzle and output the puzzle.

3. Solve Puzzle: SolveTLP(pk, o).

(a) find b, where b = r2T mod N , through repeated squaring of r modulo N .

(b) decrypt the key’s ciphertext, i.e., k = o2 − b mod N .

(c) decrypt the message’s ciphertext, i.e., m = SKE.Dec(k, o1). Output the solution, m.

The security of the RSA-based TLP relies on the hardness of the factoring problem, the security of the
symmetric key encryption, and the sequential squaring assumption. We restate its formal definition below
and refer readers to [4] for the proof.
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Theorem 3. Let N be a strong RSA modulus and ∆ be the period within which the solution stays private. If
the sequential squaring holds, factoring N is a hard problem and the symmetric-key encryption is semantically
secure, then the RSA-based TLP scheme is a secure TLP.

C Sequential and Iterated Functions

Definition 10 (∆, δ(∆))-Sequential function). For a function: δ(∆), time parameter: ∆ and security
parameter: λ = O(log(|X|)), f : X → Y is a (∆, δ(∆))-sequential function if the following conditions hold:

• There is an algorithm that for all x ∈ Xevaluates f in parallel time ∆, by using poly(log(∆), λ) processors.

• For all adversaries A which execute in parallel time strictly less than δ(∆) with poly(∆,λ) processors:

Pr
[
yA = f(x)

∣∣∣yA $← A(λ, x), x
$← X

]
≤ negl(λ)

where δ(∆) = (1− ε)∆ and ε < 1.

Definition 11 (Iterated Sequential function). Let β : X → X be a (∆, δ(∆))-sequential function. A

function f : N × X → X defined as f(k, x) = β(k)(x) =

k Times︷ ︸︸ ︷
β ◦ β ◦ ... ◦ β is an iterated sequential function,

with round function β, if for all k = 2o(λ) the function h : X → X defined by h(x) = f(k, x) is (k∆, δ(∆))-
sequential.

The primary property of an iterated sequential function is that the iteration of the round function β is the
quickest way to evaluate the function. Iterated squaring in a finite group of unknown order, is widely believed
to be a suitable candidate for an iterated sequential function. Below, we restate its definition.

Assumption 1 (Iterated Squaring) Let N be a strong RSA modulus, r be a generator of ZN , ∆ be a time
parameter, and T = poly(∆,λ). For any A, defined above, there is a negligible function µ() such that:

Pr


A(N, r, y)→ b

r
$← ZN , b

$← {0, 1}
if b = 0, y

$← ZN
else y = r2T

 ≤ 1

2
+ µ(λ)
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